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SOLAR POWER
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UNDER THE SUN!

As individuals & as members of a mod-
ern industrial society, we must face 

up to a few simple facts.  Energy shortage 
is driven by population growth, & the de-
mand for fossil & nuclear fuels will shortly 
exceed the finite supply of those resourc-
es. If we don’t acknowledge this, & act on 
that knowledge, our modern civilization 
as we know it will fail & collapse. Civiliza-
tions collapse when they exceed the carry-
ing capacity of their environments. Jared 
Diamond’s excellent book Collapse: How 
Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed goes 
into some detail showing how & when 
past cultures have fallen into decline. We 
are now living in the biggest experiment 
humans have ever conducted. Collapse 
is a 100% certainty unless we get beyond 
denial of our energy problems. 

About 150 years ago, humanity won 
the biggest lottery our species had ever 
imagined: We tapped into fossil fuels, & 
our energy worries seemed to be over.  
First we mined coal, then oil, then natural 
gas, & the energy provided by these fuels 
enabled us to build the modern world as 
we know it. Now, almost 90% of the en-
ergy used worldwide comes from fossil 
fuels. However, we now know that there is 
a fixed amount of fossil fuels on our little 
Earth. Coal is the most abundant, but has 
the highest carbon pollution & is the most 
destructive to our life support system. Peak 
oil production worldwide just happened a 
few years ago. Oil is the #1 fossil fuel (40% 
of world energy) & it is now in depletion, 
meaning that from here on out, there will 
be less & less available each year.

Just like lottery winners who end up 
bankrupt, we are using fossil fuels like a 
lottery winner spends cash: “Easy come, 
easy go.” By 2050, most of the easily mined 
fossil fuel resources will be used up. In the 
question of energy consumption, we must 
wean ourselves from a diet of too much 

By Don Cuerdon, Director of Communications, The Putney School

The Putney School boys’ basketball team had its first home 
game in its 75-year history on Monday, December 14th, 

2009. What’s bigger news is where they held the game: in the 
nation’s first net-zero energy secondary field house, a 16,800 
sq. ft. building that sells the green, solar-generated electricity it 
doesn’t use back into the grid.
 The Putney School is a boarding & day school for students in 
grades 9-12 who are interested in getting to college, a road less traveled. What that means 
is, in addition to a day full of discussion-based (more student questions/less professorial 
lecturing) classes & requisite homework, the school’s progressive education philosophy 
incorporates student work on its 500-acre dairy & organic vegetable farm, outdoor exercise, 
& a commitment to sustainability born of a frugal New England farming life.
 The Putney School is known for its outdoor afternoon sports & activities. Most of the 
members of the 1976 Olympic Cross-Country Ski Team came from    this program, including 
30K men’s silver medalist, Bill Koch. But           a winter’s snow is no longer guaranteed & 
there’s only so much tramping around in mud & rain that even the 
most stalwart teenager can stand. So it became 
obvious that an indoor sports 
& recreation 

facility was needed.
 The school’s strategic plan specifies 
that any new construction must be done to the 
highest standards of environmental sustainability, but the board of trustees looked at four 
versions, with various price tags, of field house options offered by Waitsfield, Vermont’s 
William Maclay Architects & Associates, regardless. Each was more sustainable, but more 
expensive than the last. But the board would accept no less than shooting for U.S. Green 
Building Council’s (USGB) LEED platinum-level certification & net-zero energy. 
 Cost of designing, engineering, & building the field house was $6 million, plus $1 million 
in endowment, bringing the total project to $7 million. A private school can’t tax the town 
residents for that money & would go out of business if funding had to come from raising 

Over $5 Million for 
REnEWAbLE EnERGy 

Projects Made 
Available to Home 

and businesses

The Putney School’s 
Net-Zero Energy Field House

The Solar Tracking System
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By Andrew Perchlik 
Montpelier, Vermont   

The  Vermont Clean Energy Development 
Fund (CEDF) Board announced today 

that they have made available $5.5 million 
to support the installation of solar & small 
wind projects on homes & businesses 
across VT. The funds are part of the 
Dept. of Energy’s State Energy Program 
funds provided by the federal American 
Recovery & Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

The $5.5 million will allow Vermont 
to continue the Small Scale Renewable 
Energy Incentive Program that was first 
established in 2003. The program ran 
out of State funding in 2009. The newly 
funded & expanded program will begin 
to take incentive reservations on April 22 
– Earth Day.
“This incentive program has been the 
foundation for building the renewable 
energy industry in VT,” said CEDF Board 
co-chair Robert Dostis. “We are excited 

to put these funds to work helping to 
stimulate the economy, create jobs & 
reduce energy costs for Vermonters,” said 
Mr. Dostis.

Over the last six years the incentive 
program has been funded from various 
sources, including funds from the state’s 
two biggest utilities (CVPS & GMP) & has 
had several starts & stops as funding 
became available. Since 2003, the program 
has provided over $5 million in incentives 
leveraging over $25 million dollars in 
solar electric, solar hot water & small wind 
systems. Over 1,300 renewable energy 
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Hi Nancy,
  Life moves too fast. I’m sorry for not being in touch since the field trip. In 
between trying to get our RFP for the solar project out, a vacation to the west 
coast & work on our learning fair, I just haven’t found the time to share how 
much we appreciated visiting your home. Everyone, students, parent & teach-
ers really enjoyed seeing your energy saving efforts. We all learned a lot & 
the students are still talking about what they saw. Just last night we held 
our Learning Fair & the 5th grade students shared much of what they have 
learned on a variety of topics such as energy vampires, solar & wind energy 
with the school community. We ended up selling 43 CFL bulbs so it was a suc-
cess in many ways.
  I have also been working with a sixth grade student & his teacher to write an 
article about our sustainability efforts at school. 
   Thanks again for all of your help & I look forward to working with you again 
as we move forward with our solar project & other efforts to become more 
sustainable. 
Jim McCracken, Thetford Center, VT •  Re: Bradford Elementary School

Letters to the 
Editor

SOLAR Q&A
Solar Uncertainty

by Howie Michaelson of Sun Catcher

 While many of us have lived with solar for years, & many more are 
just delving in, there are questions & concerns that repeatedly come 
up around its day-to-day functioning. In this column, Howie will try to 
answer those questions in a simple clear fashion.  Please submit your 
questions to: questions@greenenergytimes.com for inclusion in future 
editions!
 1.) Why are solar electric panels prices lower now? Are there new tech-
nologies on that market that are making a difference?
 This drop has far more to do with market forces than technological advanc-
es, although manufacturing efficiencies continue to have an impact as well.
 There has been an enormous investment (by existing & new manufactur-
ers) in ramping up production of photovoltaics over the last several years. This 
investment dramatically improved the supply of panels at almost the same 
moment that the global economy was crashing, freezing up credit markets & 
largely stopping the big utility scale projects that were consuming numerous 
quantities of modules. While no one can definitively predict the future, it is 
clear that if & when the global markets improve, those price pressures will 
probably shift back in the other direction.
 The other factors making solar so attractive right now are the Federal Tax 
Credit changes for residential installation, as well as state incentive programs, 
which both Vermont & NH have in place. Right now, the tax credit seems in 
place for the immediate future, but even though there is a large amount of 
funding available for the current round of state incentives, with state budgets 
in serious deficit, it is unclear where the next round of funding for incentives 
might come from.
 2.) I’ve always heard that shade is a big problem for solar. Is that really 
true & if so why?
 When talking about the effects of shade on solar production, it is im-
portant to distinguish between the 2 most common solar technologies: Solar 
Electric & Solar Thermal.
 While shading of collectors strongly effects energy production in either 
case, shading can be a deal-breaker when considering Solar Electric. This has 
to do with the way Photovoltaic cells create electricity. Shading of even a 
small portion of the solar “cells” in a module can dramatically limit the current 
flow through the entire panel & therefore the production of all the panels in 
that “string.”  While this cumulative effect can be alleviated by the new micro-
inverters coming on the market, shade on PV modules, particularly during 
the prime solar hours (9am to 3pm), will have a big impact on the overall 
output of a system.
 The effect of shade is not seen so dramatically on Solar Thermal systems, 
because the collection of heat is directly proportional to the amount of collec-
tion area that is exposed to direct or indirect solar irradiation. Lack of sun on 
one part of the collectors does not limit the other parts ability to collect heat 
energy, so these collectors are more shade tolerant.
 3.) Is it better to have solar panels that I can adjust seasonally with the 
changing angle of the sun? How about automatic tracking 
racks?
 Solar electric modules perform best when they are 
perpendicular to the suns rays.  That is to say, if the sun was 
exactly overhead, theoretically the best angle to maximize 
output from a panel would be flat, if the sun was on the 
horizon, the best position would be vertical facing directly 
toward the sun. This is due to the “angle of incidence” that 
solar energy hits the panels, the less the angle (the closer 
to perpendicular) the more energy is absorbed & convert-
ed to electricity.
 This better output seems to argue for making solar 
racking seasonably adjustable (ranging between 30 & 
60 degree tilt angle, sometimes to near vertical for snow 
shedding purposes, at our latitude,), as well as able to 
track the daily path of the sun from East to West. By doing 
so you can improve a panels production by 30% or more, 
depending on the specifics of the site; the more horizon 
the panels are exposed to from the NorthEast through the 

South, & off to the NorthWest, the more effective daily tracking becomes.
 However, this is only part of the story.  Cost is almost always a factor in designing solar sys-
tems, & keeping the system as simple as possible is often a critical design concern.  One needs 
to compare the cost of fewer panels on a much more expensive rack (which automatically tracks 
the sun & gets more out of the panels) versus more panels on a cheaper rack. Tracking racks have 
more potential breakdowns, adding to possible future costs. In the past, if the site had good solar 
exposure, you could justify using an automatic tracker. However, now that Solar Electric panel 
pricing has dropped  significantly, it is often a better choice to opt for more panels instead.
 Conversely, being able to manually tilt panels for seasonal adjustment is worth considering, 
since it doesn’t add much complexity and/or cost to the rack (particularly if it is ground mounted), 
while still substantially increasing output of solar electric panels. It turns out that this seasonal 
adjusting of panels is a much more important factor for an off-grid solar electric system than for 
a grid-tied system (for reasons I will go into on a future column). That is why we recommend pole 
mounts (which allow for fairly easy solar angle adjustment) for all off grid system racks where 
feasible, but we leave most grid tied solar electric systems on a fixed roof rack, usually flush to the 
roof.

Finally, while this discussion has largely been geared toward solar electric collectors, solar 
thermal collectors are sensitive to angle of incident variations as well. However, just as shading 
issues are much more important for solar electric, so are solar angle issues. That combined with 
the difficulty of making copper plumbing capable of allowing for changing tilt angles of the Solar 
Thermal collectors almost always leads to fixed racking for these collectors.

That’s all we have space for now. Look for more answers to questions like the following ones 
in future issues. In the mean time,check the website for more answers and/or a place to submit 
your own questions, & I’ll do my best to get you straightforward answers.  
Thanks,  Howie
Look for these questions to be answered in future issues of G.e.t. 
• Why do my batteries for my off-grid solar system always seem to work worse during the winter? 
• Are Halogen lights better than compact fluorescent lights for energy efficiency? What about LED 
lights? • How often should I charge my batteries in my off-grid house?  My grid-tied house with 
battery back-up? • What is “equalizing” my batteries? How often should I equalize my batteries? 
• What is Specific Gravity of a battery & what does it mean? • Can I use Solar Panels to heat my 
home? • My Solar Hot Water system does not seem to work as well in the winter as the summer, 
does this mean that my solar electric system doesn’t work as well then, too?    ♻
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G.E.T. wants to thank everyone who has submitted articles or 
helped in any way to make this all a reality. We want to also thank 
our advertisers & ask that you support them. Say that you saw 
them in Green Energy Times.  Now let’s all G.E.T. moving ahead 
towards a clean, renewable future - one where our children & 
grandchildren will be able to breathe & grow, live & love this 
beautiful land where we live.  Thank you, the reader, for reading 
G.E.T.  Send your comments & suggestions by email or snail mail to 
address above. we want to hear what you are doing to make a 
difference! Together we can make a wonderful world.  Peace! ♻ 

Don’t miss any copies of G.E.T.!
If you want to be sure that you don’t miss 
any copies of Green Energy Times, you 
can have it delivered right to your home 
or business. Mail in your subscribtion with 
our form below, or email your request to: 
nancy@greenenergytimes.org.       
Subscriptions may also be ordered on our 
website: www.greenenergytimes.org!  i

Green Energy Times would like to 
know what subject YOU would like 

us to cover or cover better, so that we can 
help you make educated decisions about 
Renewable Energy, & how to reduce our 
dependence on Fossil Fuels.  This includes 
ways to reduce your carbon emissions & 
consumption. 
We also need to figure out how to repair 
the damages we have done to our 
atmosphere ASAP! 
Our next Issue of G.E.T. is August 5, 2010.  
If you have a story or information you 
would like to share, please let us know!  

802.439.6675 • nancy@greenenergytimes.org

Off Grid?  On Grid?
SOLAR MAKES SENSE

NOW IS THE TIME TO GO SOLAR  
State and federal incentives offset installation cost by 40 - 50%

RENEWABLE ENERGY
It's good for our community, environment and nation

Competitive Pricing on Complete Systems,
Energy-Efficient Appliances and System Components

802-535-6191
info@solartechvt.com
Sutton, Vermont
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Green energy times wants to thank CV solars’ John blittersdorf, for once again 
contributing the ‘solar PV & solar hot water’ page information. As a long time Solar 

Specialist, John diligently designed each page to help our readers better understand how different 
forms of renewable energy work, from his expert knowledge and experience. By showing actual 
examples of different setups and situations, we hope that this will help YOU in your decision to 
incorporate solar into your own lives!  You can reach John at 802.747.0577.

G.E.T. humbly apologizes that we inadvertently failed to give the due credits for the article 
entitled “A Building Just for Solar”.  The Article and Photos were by Richard W. Robson of Robson 
Bilgen Architects of Hancock, VT and Hanover, NH.   This is a very conscious business that 
incorporates energy efficiency and renewable energy into their architectural designs whenever 
possible. We highly recommend them!

Also, due credits were not made to the Architectural Design of the new Advance Transit Bus 
garage on pg . 18 of the Feb. 15, 2010 Issue of Green Energy Times. This is a great project!
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Solar PV       By John Blittersdorf  In our article in the last issue of Green Energy Times, we 
discussed some of the solar jargon which may be confusing to 
anyone new to the solar technology.  Here, we will cover the 
variations in PV module construction.  The photo on the right is a PV 
top of pole rack with 10 PV Modules attached.  These modules 
each contain 36 solar cells which are mounted under glass with an 
anodized aluminum frame.  Note these PV modules,(also called  PV 
panels), installed in 1996, have black frames which are now 
regaining popularity. The cells are manufactured predominately as 
two types.  Single (mono) crystalline and Multi (poly) crystalline.  
A single crystal cell is a thin slice cut from a single silicon crystal 
which is grown in a cylindrical shape. The photo below is a typical 
single crystal type panel. 

 
Note the white diamonds at the corners of the cells. These spaces 
are the result of starting with a round silicon cylinder.  On the other 
hand, the multi-crystal cell is a thin slice cut from a multi-crystal 
block which has been manufactured by melting silicon and pouring it 
into square ceramic molds which are carefully cooled, creating a 
random sparkling mottled look.  As the slice of silicon is already 

square, the cells in the photo below do not have the rounded 
corners. The multi crystal cells are slightly less efficient but they 
cover all the space so the net result is similar output per square foot 
of type.  Both types have equal longevity and performance once 
assembled in a module.  

 A variation of the polycrystalline type is the Evergreen string 
ribbon technology.  These cells are extruded from a vat of pure 
melted silicon with high temperature “strings” providing stability as 
the ribbon of silicon slowly rises from the vat.  This technology is 
newer and shows great promise to provide the lowest cost and 
smallest environmental footprint in the manufacturing process. 
These modules are available and proven technology.  Other types of 
solar modules are made with amorphous silicon (also called thin 
films) and other thin film materials.  These processes are still in 
development and often have efficiency or longevity issues.  I am 
often asked if one should wait for the newer technologies and the 
anwer is no.  New technologies take a long time to come to the 
marketplace and the current technologies are now quite affordable 
and current incentives make the purchase of solar very good right 
now.     

 John Blittersdorf owns Central Vermont Solar & Wind in Rutland  and has lived off-grid with 
solar for over 30 years 
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STAND-BY GENERATORS
(802) 899-1103
metruks@comcast.net

32 Lower English Settlement
Road, Underhill, VT 05489

New England Solar Electric, Inc.
Solar Electric kits, gas 

refrigerators. appliances & 
information needed to live 
independently with solar 

electricity. Free 96 pg. Catalog/
Design Guide. Solar Electric 

Independent Home Book 
$19.95 ppd. New England 

Solar, PO Box 435, Worthington, 
MA 01098. 413-238-5974

104 River Street,  Rutland, VT 05701
(802)747-0577   Fax (802)773-0924

e-mail:  cvsolar@aol.com
www.cvsolar.com

Serving Vermont since 1996.

Specializing in Off-Grid, Grid Tie with Backup, and
Direct Grid Tie Solar and Solar/Wind Hybrid Power 
Systems.  We also sell and install solar hot water 
and solar heating systems. 

We provide completely installed systems, 
installation assistance for homeowners, or cash
and carry complete system kits. 

Contact us about our Free  Monthly Renewable Energy 
Workshops – and SolarFest Pre-Festival Installers Workshop 
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Calculating the Cost of Electricity
Watts* x hrs used x rate** per 1,000

* Watts(W) = Amps(A) x Volts(V)
** KW Rate available on electric bill

IE: • 100-wattbulb for 8 hrs:
100 x 8 x .15/1000 - .12¢/8 hrs

• Clothes Dryer: 1 hr. (23A at 240V)
- 23 x 240 = 5520 watts - 

5520 x 1x .15/1000 = .83¢/1 hr.

SOLARWIND ELECTRIC

SOLARWIND ELECTRIC

P.O. Box 402
Bradford, VT 05033
802-222-9028
ratico@valley.net

P.O. Box 402
Bradford, VT 05033
802-222-9028
ratico@valley.net

NH Lic. 1048M
VT Lic. EM-4156

NH Lic. 1048M
VT Lic. EM-4156

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
RENEWABLES • OFF-GRID • GRID-TIE 

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
RENEWABLES • OFF-GRID • GRID-TIE 

RICHARD RATICO

RICHARD RATICO

solarwindelectric@mac.com

http://web.mac.com/solarwindelectric

by John Blittersdorf

John Blittersdorf owns Central Vermont Solar & Wind in Rutland. 
He has lived with off-grid solar for over 30 years
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transPortation

by Roger Lohr

it has been said that 46% of carbon emissions 

is due to transportation & a large component of 
that is commuting to work. So how can more “green” 
commuting to work be encouraged? The Upper Valley 
Transportation Management Association is a collection 
of representatives from towns, major employers, school 
districts, consultants, regional planning commissions, & 
transit companies that meet in conjunction with the Vital 
Communities organization. A meeting was held to hear 
about “Employee Transportation Challenges” from a panel 
of experienced individuals that represented Hypertherm, 
Resource Systems Group, the COOP, & Dartmouth College.
 Hypertherm (950 employees in 9 locations) has tried 
employee car pooling programs, van pools, & bus service 
to encourage more “green commuting” to work. When the 
prices of fuel were high last summer, there were savings 
to be had & the company even provided a $50 subsidy 
to join a van pool. Some of the Hypertherm executives 
are participating in these programs & a campaign has 
used education & communication including a company 
“Intranet” to help match employee commuters. The 
company has also used scorecard methods & guilt to 
encourage more employees to change their commuting 
habits. A new building is presently under construction 
that will limit parking & incorporate bicycling, walking, 
& alternative transportation.
 Resource Systems Group has about 50 employees, most 
of who have flexible schedules. The company has initiated 
a menu of options to encourage employees including 
contribution toward the purchase of a high-mileage vehicle, 
a new homebuyer down payment $10,000 investment for 
homes purchased within 5 miles from the office, a cash 
payoff for parking privileges (can use carpooling & driving 
is permitted 4 times per month), providing $50 toward 
bicycle tune ups & supplying bike accessories for more 
than 20 bicycle commute trips per year, & car pooling 
incentives.
 The COOP (375 employees in 6 locations) has provided 
parking lot shuttles & tried a number of different scenarios 
to help employees get to work & avoid clogging the limited 
customer parking spaces at the COOP stores. Employee 
Challenge Programs have yielded only five percent 
participation. The RideShare program representative 
speaks with the staff four times per year. There is a desire 
to develop a positive culture about the commuting issue.
 Dartmouth College has been in the green commuting 
business for many years & a variety of campaigns & 
incentives have been tried including developing the 
AdvanceTransit busses, ridesharing, car sharing (Zipcar), 
bicycling, & parking management. Administrators 
have realized that the behavioral aspects of this issue 
are paramount. Van pools have caught on starting last 
summer during the increased gas prices. The riders in the 
van pools have established their own communities. The 
most successful incentive for deterring the use of vehicles 
is raising the price of parking on college properties. This 
self interest spurred by economics appears to be the most 
successful. Additionally, the college has marketed an 

EmployEE
Transportation 
C h a l l E n g E s

Internet matching service for people to find possible car 
pool rides.
 One of the companies had a very successful 
companywide employee challenge, whereby four hours 
of vacation was won for all the staff if it met a green 
commuting goal within a month. That’s putting the 
company’s money where its mouth is! 
 A glaring omission from the dissertation of ideas was 
establishing some level of green commuting as mandatory 
for employees. Consider incorporating a green commuting 
log for every employee into annual evaluations. While one 
might immediately consider this unfair, there are options 
for everyone including driving to a park & ride, leaving the 
car outside of town & bicycling or catching a bus to work 
from there, & so on. One of the annual goals could be to 
average commuting in a green way 5 days/month.
 The Upper Valley Rideshare program has been in 
existence for 17 years & it is the model program in the 
region. It offers a matching rideshare database, emergency 
rides home, assistance & marketing for employers, annual 
commuter events, & assistance with job seekers & home 
buyers.
 A question raised at the meeting about encouraging 
businesses to increase the level of interest for green 
commuting was addressed in the flyer on the Bicycle 
Commuter Act. The act allows employers to pay $20/
employee/mo. to commute to work on a bicycle a number 
of times/month. This flyer included a list of ways a 
business can benefit from employee bicycle commuting 
such as increasing morale, improved recruitment, 
reduced turnover, enhanced benefits, & concern for the 
environment. Perhaps there could be a discount on health 
insurance premiums for companies that set up a green 
commuting program? The cyclists themselves might 
reduce stress from not driving their cars, enhance their 
productivity, be healthier & more fit, & so on.
 The Bicycle Commuter Act has been added as a similar 
tax incentive to the existing IRS Commuter Tax Benefit 
that employers can offer workers for using mass transit, 
van pools or qualified parking. The Benefit, which goes as 
high as $335/month was established in 2008.
 Information was shared at the Upper Valley Transportation 
Management Association & some pilot projects are being 
developed with companies in the area. Both VT & NH have 
annual programs to encourage more green commuting 
(“Way to Go” & “Green Commute Week” respectively). The 
Bike/Walk to Work Day is scheduled for May.  ♻

No Idling Primer
Please Turn Off Your Engine
According to information from the 

NH Dept of Environmental Services 
millions of vehicles idle needlessly 
dropping off or picking up passengers, 
making deliveries, or waiting in drive-
thru lanes. This wastes money, causes air 
pollution (smog, haze, & acid rain), affects 
climate change, & possibly damages 
engine parts.
fACTS
* Today’s fuel-injected engines don’t need 
to be warmed up beyond 30 seconds on a 
cold day. The car warms up more quickly 
once it is operating.
* Frequent restarting does not use more 
gas. Letting the vehicle engine idle for 
more than approximately 10 seconds uses 
more gas than shutting it off & restarting.
* Frequent restarting will not harm the 
vehicle.
• When the vehicle idles it gets zero miles 
per gallon & it is not operating at peak 
temperature. The incomplete combustion 
causes fuel residue to condense on engine 
parts like spark plugs & can contaminate 
oil. Idling also allows water to condense in 
the exhaust system, which can cause rust. 
So, idling is not good for the vehicle.
• Emissions from idling vehicles create 
smog & ground level ozone that have 
a direct impact on our health. These 
unhealthy emissions may be life 
threatening to people with cardiovascular 
& respiratory illnesses like asthma.
• Carbon dioxide is a large part of vehicle 
emissions & this greenhouse gas has been 
documented as a component related to 
climate change. 
• Please turn your engine off unless 
absolutely necessary.♻ by Roger Lohr

WAY TO GO! Commuter 
Challenge Special Events

 May 8th  National Life Group fair 
10am-2pm 

Clean products sale including Neuton 
mowers, appliance recycling, & educa-

tional workshops, food, music & fun. 
May 11-12th  ferrisburgh Park & Ride  

6:30am–9pm 
Learn more about commuting options 

from ACTR & ACRPC representatives
May 13th  Burlington, Corner of Cherry/

Church Streets   11am  
Join Mayor Kiss & other leaders to Kick-

Off Way to Go! Greater Burlington 
May 17th Montpelier, Chittenden 
Bank, State Street   7:30am-9pm  

Join Mayor Hooper to Proclaim Way to 
Go! Greater Montpelier 

May 17th St. Albans, food City, 101 
Lake Street, St. Albans   7:30am-9pm  
Join Mayor Manahan to Proclaim Way to 

Go! Greater St. Albans 
- pick up your goodie tote bags 

May 21st  • Way To Go Dimeday
• CCTA/GMTA fREE Bus Ride Day  

• Car Share Vermont Promo  - 50% off 
business registrations

Learn more & Sign-up today online at 
www.waytogovt.org to be eligible to 

win great prizes. 

POLLUTION

MAY 17-21

Ride a
Bike!

Take the 
Bus!

Ride the 
Train.

Share a 
ride.

Carpool!RECYCLE
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PROVIDING YOU WITH 
POWER FOR EVERY NEED

Interstate Battery System of New-Mont 
Newbury Industrial Park

P.O. Box 367 • Wells River, VT 05081

(802) 429-2000

Tunbridge Grease

Providing extensive filtered waste 
vegetable oil (WVO) services 
throughout central Vermont.
• Pick-up of  non-hydrogenated 

WVO from local businesses
• Filtration processing down 

to 1 micron of  WVO
• Barter/sale/delivery of  

bulk filtered WVO
• Vehicle procurement consultant

• Vehicle conversion services through
www.greendiesels.net

“Grease” TransporT ThrouGh 
Grease MounTain, 

TransiT: 7 passenGers

folkbloke@hotmail.com

802-431-3433

COLLECTIVE

the car store
I-91 Exit 13 US Rte 5 South • Norwich VT

Across the bridge from Hanover

SALES: (888) 240-3050 
SERVICE: (888) 240-3050
PARTS: (888) 240-1990

“GREEN UP”
with an all NEW 2010 
Forester or Outback!

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.waytogovt.org
http://www.greendiesels.net
mailto:folkbloke@hotmail.com
mailto:folkbloke@hotmail.com
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written by Sequoya Cross

If you are blessed to have flowing water 
on your property, you may benefit from a 

micro-hydro system that can provide pow-
er 24 hours a day. Water turbines steadily 
charge 12, 24, or 48 volt batteries, working 
around the clock. Compare this with solar 
modules that are in sunshine for at best 
six full-power hours a day, & that’s just on 
sunny days. A hydro generator producing 
10 amperes around the clock matches the 
usable power generated by over 40 amps 
of solar modules. Micro-hydro is one of 
the most cost effective & reliable forms 

of renewable energy, but planning & site 
considerations can make the difference 
between success & failure. Late winter 
into early spring is a great time to start the 
planning process as snow begins to melt & 
water begins to flow into the foothills. 
 The amount of power that your system 
will generate is dependent on the head, 

the amount of water flow, & the efficiency 
of the turbine generator. The head is the 
vertical drop over the distance of pipe to 
be utilized. Head correlates with water 
pressure available since every 2.31 feet 
of vertical drop equals 1 psi. Flow is mea-
sured in gallons per minute (gpm).  
 These variables will change through-
out the stream, so it’s a good idea to take 
several measurements from areas that you 
are comfortable tapping, or are allowed 
to tap for energy production purposes. A 
calculation to figure the available power in 
watts follows: Multiply head in feet, times 
flow in gallons per minute (gpm), divided 
by 13. 

Components to a Hydro-System: 
INTakE: 

This is the area of the stream where you 
are beginning the pipeline or penstock for 
the system. The intake should utilize either 
natural elements of the stream, or a dam 
to direct the streams flow into the pipe-
line. Utilizing the narrowing of a stream, & 
building up rocks will allow a more natu-
ral look to your system without disturbing 
the existing ecological elements. A place 
where the stream drops naturally, is stable 
& would not alter its course over time is 
ideal. A screening product should be uti-
lized to prevent debris from entering the 
pipe. 

PIPE oR PENSToCk: 
This is the “fuel line” of the system. It is 
critical that the pipe is sized to minimize 
friction & “pipe loss”. Too small & you lose 

potential energy, too large & you are 
spending excess money for no significant 
gain in energy produced. There are many 
choices of pipe types; PVC, steel, HDPE, 
etc. The walls thickness determines the 
amount of pressure the pipe can handle 
before failure. What you choose will de-
pend on your site, the amount of pressure 
required, the length of the pipeline, what 
is available locally, friction losses, & most 
important; budget. 

TuRbINE: 
This is the “engine” of the system. There 
are many different turbines available, each 

designed for different site considerations. 
Backwoods has many techs that are very 
experienced & can guide you through 
choosing the right turbine for your site. 
Turbines are available with different noz-
zle choices which can regulate the flow 
during periods of time when the stream’s 
flow changes due to the season. Turbines 
include a “runner” or wheel that utilizes 
the water’s kinetic energy to drive the al-
ternator which generates the power. 

 PERFORMANCE DEPENDS ON THE SITE 
more than on the cost. Greater water pres-
sure at the nozzle, produced by more head 
(elevation change from the top end of 
pipe to the bottom), brings more power. 
Greater water volume (gallons per minute) 
onto the wheel can also bring more pow-
er. Sites with higher head are most desir-
able because they need less water, smaller 
pipe, fewer nozzles, cost less to install, & 
fare better in low water years. 

System Types: 
Stand-Alone system with batteries: This 
system is very similar to an off-grid solar or 
wind system where the renewable energy 
source is charging batteries or a generator 
system that charges a battery bank. In ad-
dition, you will need a controller to protect 
the batteries from overcharging & a diver-
sion load to accept excess energy when the 
batteries approach full charge. 
    Battery based grid-tie system: This is very 
similar to the above example, you will still 
need the additional components listed, but 
they will only be used in times of a power 
outage. When the grid is on, grid-power 
will take the lead in charging & regulating 
the batteries & any excess power gener-
ated by your hydro system will be back fed 
into the grid, reducing your electric bill. 
 Batteryless grid-tied system: Like solar 
or wind grid-tie systems, a grid-tie micro-
hydro system produces electricity that 
feeds back into utility lines. They can use 
either AC or DC generators. AC systems 
will use AC generators to feed directly into 
the grid without the need for an inverter. 
An approved shut off device is needed to 
prevent the system from backfeeding into 
the grid when the grid is down & under re-
pair. DC systems will use a specific inverter 
to convert the output of a DC power to AC. 
The biggest drawback of any batteryless 
system is that when the utility is down, 
your electricity will be out too. These sys-
tems are designed to automatically shut off 
at the inverter if the grid fails.

Let us help you 
Pipe size, number & size of nozzles & choice of 
alternator depend on measurements of your 
site. Since there are so many combinations of 
water volume & head, it is best to contact us 
& describe your creek site. Tell us specifically: 
• What elevation change (from intake to     
 the turbine) over the length of the pipe? 
• How many gallons per minute flow, mini 
 mum & maximum? 
• What size, type, & length of pipe (if it is  
 already installed)? 
• Wire distance from hydro plant (lower end 
of creek) to the home or power shed? 
Visit our website to see all of our Micro-Hydro 
components: http://www.backwoodssolar.
com. ref: Home Power, Ian Woofenden.  ♻

GettinG Started With Micro-hydroHYDRo

WIND
Wind

Wind can generate on-site electricity 
for homeowners. Wind is created by 
unequal heating of the earth’s surface 
& can be harnessed to directly produce 
electricity. A wind turbine captures the 
energy of the wind & converts it into 
rotary motion that drives a generator 
to produce electricity.

Much like home PV solar systems, 
small wind systems can be either off 
the grid or grid connected. With grid 

connected wind systems, the homeowner can sell excess electricity 
to the utility or purchase electricity from the utility if necessary 
during low wind or no wind conditions.

The ability to use wind systems to produce electricity is more limited 
than opportunities for solar systems. While solar systems can be 
used in many U.S. 
locations, careful 
study is required 
to ensure there is 
adequate wind to 
allow wind systems 
to function efficiently. 
Zoning requirements 
in residential areas 
may also limit use of 
wind power systems.

Hybrid Wind/Solar Systems
There are advantages to considering an on-site electric system 
that combines wind & solar. This hybrid approach is common for 
homes that are in off-the-grid, remote locations. By combining 
wind & solar, the weakness of each approach (lack of wind or 
sunlight) can be offset. 

In the United States, wind speeds are often lowest in the 
summer when the solar energy from the sun is strongest, while 
wind tends to be stronger in the winter when less sunlight is 
available. 

A wind/solar hybrid system offers a more reliable approach 
to year-round electricity production than either approach 
alone. Typically, 
these off-the-
grid hybrid 
systems utilize 
a battery 
system to store 
electricity when 
household 
energy demands 
are low & to 
supplement the 
system’s output 
when household 
needs exceed 
the electricity 
being produced.♻

30% Fed. Tax 
Credit Available 
to Small-Wind 

Consumers!

In our next & future ISSueS:
• How a Small Wind Electric System Works
• Evaluating a Potential Small Wind Turbine Site
• Small Wind Electric System Components
• Installing & Maintaining a Small Wind System

http://www1.eere.energy.gov

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.backwoodssolar
http://www1.eere.energy.gov
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by Tom Goldschmid
 Everyone has wonderful memories of sitting on a porch contemplating the universe or spending quality time with 

friends and/or family. Explore the idea of designing a porch to integrate your living area with a garden, the natural out-

door scenery, or a panoramic view.

 The porch is a wonderful place to enjoy solitude or communicate with others. It serves as a meeting or entertainment 

place for friends, neighbors, and family. In New England, the “porch season” is comparatively short but the porch can be 

converted into a three-season porch to extend the amount of enjoyment and utilization. As a symbol that expresses 

the changing seasons from lounging on hot summer days to watching the leaves blowing and measuring the snow depth, 

the porch moves through the year with you. 

 Tom Goldschmid, creator of a company called “Just Porches, spoke with G.E.T. about porches from a professional and 

experienced perspective. Tom employs a ‘Johnny Appleseed’ approach to porches. “I am currently working with a young 

couple who came to me because they REALLY wanted a porch, but it wasn’t in their budget.  As a way to make the project 

aff ordable, I invited them to participate in the construction.  I am happy to do this so that anyone who dreams of add-

ing a porch to their home can enjoy the creative process of design and building with the support of a professional,  and 

can make it work within their budget.    It can even become 

a community event in the spirit of a barn raising, inviting 

friends and family to participate in a satisfying day of work 

that includes food and children and simply being productive 

together.  Later you can invite those helpers for a lovely sum-

mer meal shared on the porch.” 

 Did you ever realize that along with comfort, beauty and 

pleasure, and a connection to the natural world, porches add 

energy effi  ciency to your home? While many only think of 

porches’ value in the summer, the impact of well designed 

porches on the home’s energy needs in the winter is equally 

important. When we designed our energy effi  cient home, 

we included porches to provide passive effi  ciencies and add 

a comfortable feeling.

 Goldschmid worked for three decades as a designer for 

a New Hampshire design/build fi rm specializing in timber-

frame construction.  During that time he also completed an 

apprenticeship for architecture in Vermont.  He has recently 

created his own design company specializing in porches and 

small additions with an intention of architecturally connect-

ing them to existing buildings and their landscapes in a gen-

tle, small scale way. “This really appealed to me along with 

the other residential design work that I do. It all fi ts together.”

 Tom Goldschmid has lived in Westminster, VT for 45 

years.    He raised two children who attended the Putney 

School. He commented, “I fi nd the new buildings on the Put-

ney School campus fascinating and feel the move into solar and energy effi  cient measures are a real tribute to the school. 

The new Field House is an excellent example of sustainability, really hitting the mark.”

 Porch Theory based on the author’s personal experience: The breezeway (enclosed porch) and garage should be lo-

cated on the north side of the house, so that the entrance is in a protected area out of the elements and less wind and cold 

enter the home. This incoming cold air necessitates more energy to reheat the home interior. The enclosed porch works 

like an airlock and an entry hall into the house.

 We added a four foot overhang on the house’s second story so there is an outdoor balcony. The overhang allows 

winter sunshine to reach and passively heat the indoors. Stone masses inside help hold the heat for nighttime release. In 

the summer, the overhang provides shading and blocks the hot sunshine from reaching the indoor area.

 The full porch on the west side serves to keep the late afternoon sunshine from overheating the house and it also 

provides shelter during rain or snow. The west side porch could be enclosed around entrance doors to create a tempered 

zone. Removable siding or panels could be exchanged for screens in the summer. We extended out west side porch further 

and installed a skylight above each house window to allow additional light into the house. This reduces the need for light-

ing during the day.

 According to Goldschmid, “The added value to your home with a porch is that it enhances the quality of your 

life.”  Porches can be covered or open decks, which have much shorter lifespans due to exposure to the natural elements. 

No matter what material is used for construction, covered porches have a longer life. Goldschmid adds, “currently, I’m 

renovating a porch using locust wood because it resists rotting and is readily available locally. I also prefer a metal roof 

material because it allows snow to slide off  easily. Aesthetics must be considered. Metal complements slate well but slate 

is expensive and diffi  cult to install. Porch colors such as charcoal, gray, green and brown can look great with slate.”

 Goldschmid believes, “A porch needs to enhance a building 

and add to energy effi  ciency, while also creating that comfy 

place you remember from childhood.  A porch just has to have 

that feeling!”

 If you do not want to invest the time to learn about porches, 

consider contacting a professional (or porch guru) to ask ques-

tions and learn how to enhance your home’s energy effi  ciency 

and beauty by adding a porch. 

we must wean ourselves from a diet of too much carbon – & 

transition to living on our weekly paychecks instead of the lot-

tery winnings. This is a much smaller amount than we are used 

to. We need to reduce energy consumption 80% by 2050. Massive 

conservation, effi  ciency & a huge shift to renewable energy are 

required to help us do this. (Coincidentally, CO2 needs to be re-

duced by 80% by the same deadline to reduce global warming, & 

fossil fuels produce all that carbon, so reducing energy consump-

tion is also key for the environment.) Fossil fuel use must & will be 

reduced to 20% of present usage. Both large & small scale renew-

able energy resources like wind & solar are key ingredients in this 

equation. If we embrace this change, we will survive & be better 

off  in a less energy intensive & more renewable-powered world. 

This is a requirement to survive – not an option. 

David Blittersdorf is the President/CEO of AllEarth Renewables in 

Williston, VT – a company that specializes in the design, manufac-

ture & installation of grid-connected wind & solar renewable ener-

gy systems. He is also the founder of NRG Systems in Hinesburg, VT.

TOO MUCH 
CARBON

More GMP Customers Generate Own Renewable Energy
SMALL SOLAR INCREASES FUELED 
BY SOLARGMP

   The number of Green Mountain Power customers using small-scale renewable energy sources to generate their own 

electricity has more than doubled since 2008, with the largest growth coming from customers who generate electricity 

with solar.

   “Clearly many of our customers are taking advantage of technologies that have increased the amount of renewable 

energy on Vermont’s power grid,” said Mary Powell, Green Mountain Power president & chief executive offi  cer. “We have a 

strong commitment to reducing our reliance on fossil fuels during times of peak demand. Net metering allows customers 

to produce renewable energy, which has long-term environmental benefi ts for all of us.”

   Customers who want to generate their own solar, wind biomass, hydro or other renewable energy can participate in 

“net metering”, a process established by Vermont law that allows electric utility customers to generate electricity using 

renewable resources for personal use & “bank” any excess with the utility for limited periods of time.

   Through this process, customers can install renewable energy technologies such as solar panels or wind turbines. They 

pay their utility regular monthly service charges, but are billed for electricity only when they consume more power 

than they generate. If they generate more power than they need, they can “bank” that power with the utility until they 

need it, for up to 12 months. Currently, close to 300 GMP customers have applied for & received state permission for net 

metering.

   The bulk of GMP’s net metering customers, nearly 75 percent, use solar energy. GMP provides fi nancial incentives for 

customers to install solar panels through its SolarGMP program, paying customers nearly 50% more than the net meter-

ing benefi t. With SolarGMP, GMP also pays for the excess power generated, so there is no need for “banking” the excess. In 

turn, solar power generation helps reduce the utility’s need to purchase expensive market power & increases the amount 

of renewable power on the state’s power grid.

   John Pacht & Andrea Bayer, Green Mountain Power customers, recently installed solar panels at their home in Hines-

burg. “Our new solar panels have signifi cantly reduced our electric bills, thanks to the fi nancial incentives of net metering 

& SolarGMP. We expect our investment in the panels to be paid back over time, & meanwhile we love knowing that the 

electricity we are using comes directly from the sun,” Mr. Pacht & Ms. Bayer said.

   Altogether, since net metering began in 1998, GMP customers’ projects account for nearly 3 megawatts (or 3 million 

watts) of renewable power.

   “The increase in net metering is a sign of the signifi cant interest & increasing use of solar generation in our service area,” 

Ms. Powell said. “We are pleased to see Vermonters take advantage of the growing number of opportunities to support 

sustainable energy practices that protect the natural environment of our state.”

About Net Metering. Net metering -- adopted by the Vermont legislature in 1998 -- enables electric utilities to allow 

customers to generate their own power using small-scale renewable energy sources. Those interested in net metering 

must fi rst obtain a Certifi cate of Public Good from the Vermont Public Service Board. For more information, visit: www.

publicservice.vermont.gov/energy-effi  ciency/ee_netmetering.html

About Solar GMP. SolarGMP is a program created by Green Mountain Power to give residential & commercial customers 

fi nancial incentives to install solar panels. Through this program, GMP pays customers a higher rate per kilowatt hour for 

the solar power they generate. For more information, visit: www.choose2bgreen.com/about-choose2bgreen/solargmp.

html

About Green Mountain Power. Green Mountain Power (www.greenmountainpower.com) transmits, distributes & sells 

electricity & utility construction services in the State of Vermont in a service territory with approximately one quarter of 

Vermont’s population. It serves more than 200,000 people & businesses. For further information, please contact Dorothy 

Schnure, Green Mountain Power Manager of Corporate Communications, at 802-655-8418. 

by Peter Roudebush

    To improve American transportation, make it aff ord-

able, and healthy and reduce our dependance on foreign 

coal and oil, we need to reactivate rail travel.  Before the 

Great Depression, people and goods were moved every-

where by rail.  

    In 2000, upgrading passenger and freight rail services 

throughout New England was studied by VTrans for the 

U.S.Department of Transportation. The study showed ex-

isting rail corridors could be used to reduce the damage 

heavy truck traffi  c is causing on highways and secondary 

roads, reduce parking, automobile accidents, make goods 

movements across borders more easily inspectable and 

secure, and make transportation expenditures economi-

cally eff ective.

     A case in point was dramatically in the news this win-

ter, when the bridge over Lake Champlain was shut down 

and commuter transportation south of Burlington was 

in turmoil. Just north of the bridge is a railroad bridge, 

which connects to tracks west of Lake Champlain and 

tracks parallel to Route 4 to Rutland. There the tracks 

branch north to Middlebury and east to the rail service 

in the Connecticut River Valley, which runs south to New 

York and north to Quebec. This was an opportunity to 

help people commute by train. The mayor of Rutland had 

encouraged AMTRAK to put more service on the line run-

ning north through Middlebury to Burlington and north 

to Montreal. The trial had been a success. When it was 

running, skiers came to Rutland by train, shopped down-

town, and took shuttle-buses to nearby ski slopes, which 

reduced car accidents.

     The Rails to Trails movement was innocently started to 

continue the public use of rail corridors, assembled by an 

earlier use of the power of eminent domain to distribute 

people and goods. In their hay day, trains brought visi-

tors, crafts people, farmers’ families and entrepreneurs 

together more easily than did muddy snow and ice-cov-

ered roads. These corridors and the excellent quality steel 

rails that ran in them still exist. Many sidings are now 

used for commercial enterprises. Think how much safer 

your child’s trip to school might be on a local train travel-

ing gently through the lovely countryside. 

Transportation By Rail

Cont’d from Pg 1>>

BENEFITS OF PORCHES

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.publicservice.vermont.gov/energy-effi
http://www.publicservice.vermont.gov/energy-effi
http://www.choose2bgreen.com/about-choose2bgreen/solargmp
http://www.greenmountainpower.com
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VEC’s 72nd Annual Meeting of the Membership

Vermont Electric Cooperative
will be hosting its traditional breakfast and business meeting:

Saturday, May 15th, 2010
at The Abbey in Sheldon, Vermont

Breakfast buffet 8:30 am ~ Meeting 10 am - noon

This is an important year for VEC, and for all members of the Co-op.
Exercise your “Democratic Member Control”, Cooperative Principle
#2 and cast your ballot. Your vote matters!

The official notice of Annual Meeting and ballot for voting will be
mailed to all members of the Co-op on April 21st.

Want more information? Visit our website at
www.vermontelectric.coop or call 1-800-832-2667. You
can also email us at annualmtg@vermontelectric.coop.

   –––ü   –––ü   –––ü

Energy 1ST

Certified

Does your house pass the test?
Top to Bottom Energy Audit

– Inspect insulation levels
– Inspect heating system (and ductwork/piping)
– Inspect all combustable appliances
– Inspect  windows and doors
– Inspect domestic hot water
– Inspect electrical appliances/watt usage
– Inspect for water, mold, mildew problems
– Check air quality
– Thermal imaging inspection
– Air infiltration inspection with calibrated blower

door, smoke pencil, thermal imaging

Remember it’s Energy 1ST, Contractor 2ND

802-274-0084
or email: energy1st@charter.net

by Elizabeth Gamache
From its modest headquarters in 
Johnson, Vermont Electric Cooperative 
(VEC) has been quietly at the forefront 
of the smart grid revolution. Currently 

more than 80% of VEC customers are being served 
by smart meters which use computer technology 
to enable two-way communication between the 
meter and VEC’s control center.
 Modernization of the nation’s electric grid has 
emerged as a priority in the American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA). As demand 
for electricity increases, we face the reality that 
without significant infrastructure investments, 
the United States will not have the capacity to 
meet electricity needs. 
Smart Grid automation will help by reducing peak 
loads and will lead to increased efficiency and 
reliability. By integrating the nation’s aging power 
grid with digital technology, both consumers and 
utilities will be empowered to manage electricity 
more efficiently by saving energy, reducing costs 
and increasing reliability. 
 Initially, VEC was drawn to the benefits of 
smart meters because they 
enabled prompter responses 
to power outages and provided 
significant operational savings. 
With smart meters, outages can 
be diagnosed remotely within 
minutes from headquarters. It is 
no longer necessary to send line 
crews into the field to locate the 
cause of every outage. 
 Additionally, meter readings 
can now be done directly 
from the billing department 
– eliminating the time and 
expense associated with 
sending employees to manually 
collect data from each meter.
 This is just the beginning. 
The essence of smart grid 
technology is based on two-
way communication which will 
enable consumers and utilities 
alike, to control how and 

when electricity is consumed. For example, VEC 
consumers with smart meters can now analyze 
their consumption patterns at any time on the 
company website with VEC’s  wattWATCHERS a 
web-based application, which displays hourly 
and daily usage over a 90 day period.
 As more electric utilities make the move to 
a smart grid, the future holds many possibilities 
for consumers and utilities alike. From in-home 
energy display units to smart appliances that are 
programmed to run when the cost of electricity is 
low, consumers will be able to manage electricity 
usage more efficiently. 
 At VEC, we are proud to be leading the energy 
revolution. If a small power company in northern 
Vermont can do it, so can big utilities throughout 
the United Sates.
By making smart energy choices today, VEC and 
utilities throughout the Untied States will save 
energy, reduce costs, and improve 
the reliability of the electric grid 
while reducing emissions and 
dependence on fossil fuels.  ♻

VEC Leads the Smart Grid RevolutionVEC Leads the Smart Grid Revolution

GEOTHERMAL
GREEN MOUNTAIN

GEOTHERMAL, LLC

Comparison per Million BTUs 
by VT Dept. of Public Service Jan. 2010

Geothermal Consultant

Certified Ground Water 
heat PumP installer

James ashley • 802-684-3491
natural heatinG 

& CoolinG solutions

How Much Does 
it Cost to Heat

Your Home or Business?

www.vermontgeo.com

Fuel Oil......................................$25.48
Kerosene....................................$28.77
Propane......................................$40.40
Natural Gas................................$19.25
Coal............................................$19.79
Electricity...................................$41.35
GEOTHERMAL (COP = 4)......$10.34
Wood (green).............................$14.39
Pellets........................................$19.59

30% Federal Tax 
Credit Available

Attention Heating and Plumbing Technicians!
Pellergy LLC is looking to train Certified Installers to retail ourgy g
Wood Pellet Burner systems. Pellergy’s wood pellet burners
can be used to convert oil fired systems to wood pellets; to
automate cord wood boilers and in new installations. We
have residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural
systems in service now and are looking to expand our
installation baseinstallation base.

For more information contact us at (802)659‐4866 or by 
e‐mail: info@pellergy.com  Find more about our systems at: 

www.pellergy.com

How Does Geothermal Work?
Geothermal systems work by utilizing the 
earth beneath our feet. Heat is extracted 
from the earth in the winter and absorbed 
by the earth in the summer. This huge solar 
thermal battery averages about 47º in VT. 

Low grade heat is collected from the ground 
and then using a refrigeration circuit, this 
heat, driven by an electronic compressor, 
can be delivered at a useful temperature for 
heating. For cooling, the system is simply re-
versed. This system can also heat the domes-
tic hot water when it is running.

The geothermal system is highly efficient be-
cause for every unit of electrical energy used 
to run the compressor and pumps, the geo-
thermal system can extract & upgrade 2 to 3 
units of heat energy from the ground. There-
fore the homeowner receives 3 to 4 units of 
heat for each energy unit put in. This makes 
the geothermal system 300-400% more ef-
ficient than baseboard electric heating. This 
efficiency can also be expressed as a Coeffi-
cient of Performance (COP) of 3.0 to 4.0. 

The homeowner who truly wants to have a 
carbon free heating system, can install suffi-
cient solar PV or wind power with the energy 
returned to the grid to offset their annual us-
age. Such a system would be a zero net en-
ergy heating system!

What does it cost to operate a 
Geothermal System?
Comparing The Cost of Heating Fuels (see 
below) will show that heating with a petro-
leum product or electricity will cost approxi-
mately $40.00 for a million BTUs. Geother-
mal will cost anywhere from one third to one 
quarter of this amount. A few well designed 
systems might even cost only one fifth the 
cost of electric or oil heating. 

What about the cost of operation in a few 
years, like in 2020?  Based on recent past 
history and the simple fact that petroleum 
is a limited resource with a rapidly increas-
ing consumer base, and if the price of oil 
increases 8%/year, it will cost $10/gallon by 
2020. If electricity increases at 4%/year, then 
it will cost $ .22 per kWh in 2020. Hopefully, 
increasing renewable energy in the northeast, 
will make our lives more sustainable.

   What is Geothermal?
   Geothermal energy is heat from the Earth. 
   Any heat from the Earth is Geothermal.
   It is clean and sustainable.

What will it cost to heat my 
house? 
That all depends on how many mil-
lion BTUs you need per year. The bet-
ter insulated your house, the lower 
your heat load and the lower your an-
nual cost will be. In fact, better insu-
lating your house may even reduce 
the size and cost of the geothermal 
equipment needed. If you have an 
existing house, you can do your part 
by getting an energy audit, and in-
vesting in energy conservation.

Geothermal options are available. 

Open-loop systems are recom-
mended most often in the northeast.  
Groundwater is pumped from a drilled 
well through a heat pump, that trans-
fers heat into the building. Then most 
of the water is pumped back to the 
well. Closed-loop systems, vertical 
or horizontal, circulate a heat-transfer 
fluid through coils of buried tubing to 
move heat either to or from the ground. 
Standing Column Wells (SCW) can 
furnish the highest input temperature 
throughout the heating season, and 
can also be used as the domestic water 
supply for the house.    ♻

“If Geothermal is done right, there is nothing like it!”  -Claude Chevalier  
Green Energy Times - August, 2010 Issue:

☀ Living with Geothermal - with impressive, real life data! ☀

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.vermontelectric.coop
mailto:annualmtg@vermontelectric.coop
http://www.vermontgeo.com
mailto:energy1st@charter.net
mailto:info@pellergy.com
http://www.pellergy.com
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   Kimberly Quirk, the owner of the Ener-
gy Emporium on Main St. in Enfi eld, NH, 
broke ground late last year on an innova-
tive retrofi t of an historic building in En-
fi eld known as the “Leviston House” at 78 
Main St. This project combines a 150-yr-
old building with the latest innovations in 
energy effi  ciency technology to achieve 
what is known as “zero net energy”.

   The Leviston House began its life as one 
of several buildings as part of a tannery 
located on the site in the 1850s. It was a 
residence for most of the 20th century 
until a fi re in the mid 1990s left it unoc-
cupied. It was purchased by the Enfi eld 
Village Association (EVA) as a potential site 
for a town building. The EVA stripped the 
building’s interior and began fi nishing the 
exterior, but lacked the resources to com-
plete the project and it sat idle until Ms. 
Quirk and her husband Kent purchased it 
last year. Their plan is to turn it into a multi-
use building that will serve as the Quirks’ 
residence on the upper fl oors, with the En-
ergy Emporium retail store and showroom 
on the ground fl oor. They are planning on 
keeping the outside look of the building 
and having the building listed on the reg-
istry for historic buildings.

   “It is really exciting to see this project get 
underway after many months of planning,” 
Kimberley stated. “We have four main 
goals for this project: Zero net energy 
building, LEED-H certifi cation (Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design), no 
combustion, and preservation of the his-
toric character.”
   Zero net energy usage means this build-
ing will be powered entirely by renewable 
energy sources. The plan is to use an array 
of solar collectors to heat a large under-
ground storage tank during the warm sea-
sons, and to extract this collected heat in 
the cold season to heat the house.
   This project has been planned and evalu-
ated by a integrated team of specialists in 
heating, solar collection, and water stor-
age technology. Murphy Cell-Tech has pro-
vided the design and models to ‘seal the 

RENOVATIONS
envelope’ of this house and create a supe-
rior level of insulation from the basement 
through the roof.
   Thermal Storage Solutions has built the 
solar storage tank and provides expertise 
in energy modeling to integrate the so-
lar collector, tank and distribution system 
within the house.

   They will also include about 2kW of solar 
modules to off set all of their electrical use 
including the low energy pumps for the 
storage tank, the heat exchange ventilator 
and their household appliances.
LEED-H provides us with guidelines for 
green building construction, air quality, 
water use, and conservation. There will be 
no combustion in the house which helps 
us meet both air quality and energy effi  -
ciency goals. “We have a number of people 
in our extended family with asthma that 
are aff ected by air particles and smoke, so 
we decided to extend the ‘no combustion’ 
goal to include indoor wood stove or fi re-
place”, Kim explained. Finally, this house is 
being listed this year in the historic district 
of Enfi eld, so the Quirks more recently add-
ed the goal to try to meet historic preser-
vation guidelines.
   Most of the individual systems such as 
storage tanks and solar collectors, pump-
ing systems and solar electric modules 

have been in use for many de-
cades. Putting them together 
with an integrated team ap-
proach in a well-insulated 
house is what is needed to get 
to net zero energy use.
   Kim welcomes interest in the 
site, and is blogging the prog-
ress of the construction online. 
“We invite anyone interested to 
come by and ask questions, or 
read more about this project at 
the website: http:// energyemp.
com”.

Local Business Owner begins Zero-Energy 
Revamp of Historic Enfi eld Building

   An exciting new initiative to increase 
and better coordinate home weatheriza-
tion activities is taking place in the Upper 
Valley region.  The Upper Valley Home En-
ergy Assistance Team (UV-HEAT) is a joint 
initiative by Sustainable Energy Resource 
Group, COVER Home Repair and the Up-
per Valley Housing Coalition that will help 
homeowners throughout the Upper Val-
ley cut their energy use and spending by 
30%.  UV-HEAT will:
   Train and create a network of UV builders 
and contractors to provide weatheriza-
tion services Provide a One-Stop-Shop for 
weatherization information and resourc-
es, including new fi nancing options for 
UV residents Recruit builders, employees, 
residents and students to help in volun-
teer-assisted weatherization eff orts.
   The fi rst Building Performance Institute 
training to prepare participants to take 
the Building Analyst and Envelope Profes-
sional written and 
fi eld exams in order 
to get certifi ed as a 
Home Performance 
with ENERGY STAR 
contractors will take 
place at Lebanon 
College beginning 
in late May. Andy 
Duncan, a BPI-certi-
fi ed Building Analyst 
and Envelope Pro-
fessional instructor, 
and a team of sea-

soned professionals will teach the course 
for the Lakes Region Community College.  
Interested contractors can contact LRCC 
Administrative Assistant Andree Thibault 
(athibault@ccsnh.edu, 603-524-3207 or 
1-800-357-2992) for more information or 
to register.
   UV-HEAT organizers have received ini-
tial project support from The High Mead-
ows Fund, an environmental fund under 
the umbrella of the Vermont Community 
Foundation. Part of the funding has been 
given as a challenge grant to encourage 
other Upper Valley donors and businesses 
to contribute.
   Contractors, businesses, individuals or 
funders who would like more information 
about how they can contribute to getting 
this program off  the ground should con-
tact Bob Walker at SERG, 802-785-4126, 
SERG@valley.net.  

 

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY RESOURCE GROUP
HOME PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

Cut your fuel use and save money while 
improving home health, comfort and safety.

Details & free home heating efficiency calculator at 
www.SERG-info.org - Residential Assessment link 

802-785-4126  •  SERG@valley.net 

 

February 24, 2010 Dorset, VT  Weatherization Works 

was honored with a “Best of the Best” Grand Prize at Ef-

fi ciency Vermont’s 2010 Better Buildings by Design Con-

ference on February 10. The conference brings 1,000+ 

building design and construction professionals together 

for a comprehensive, interactive learning experience 

about building durability, effi  ciency, and value. Effi  cien-

cy Vermont’s “Best of the Best” Awards honor the best in 

energy-effi  cient commercial & residential design & con-

struction in VT. Area architects & building professionals 

submitted work for consideration in the following three 

award categories:

   • Best of the Best in Commercial Building Design & Con-

struction - Recognizing innovative and integrated design 

approaches for energy effi  ciency in Vermont’s commer-

cial, institutional, industrial, and multifamily buildings.

   • Best of the Best in Vermont ENERGY STAR® Homes - 

Honoring exceptional achievement in new homes receiv-

ing ENERGY STAR qualifi cation. • Best of the Best in Home 

Performance with ENERGY STAR® -- Recognizing excel-

lence in energy effi  ciency renovations in Vermont homes.

Weatherization Works was named the ‘Best of the Best in 

Home Performance with ENERGY STAR for a retrofi t proj-

ect under $5,000’ on a home in Bennington, VT.

   The home was built in 1950 and had very little insula-

tion. To improve the energy effi  ciency of the home, attic 

fl ats were fi lled with loose cellulose, knee wall slants 

were dense-packed with cellulose, the basement was 

insulated with closed cell spray foam, and extensive air 

sealing was done wherever possible. A programmable 

thermostat and 13 ENERGY STAR compact fl uorescent 

lightbulbs (CFLs) were also installed. To improve the 

health and safety of the now air- tight home, two new 

smoke and carbon monoxide detectors were installed, a 

leaking oil line was replaced, and the boiler was serviced.

This year, Effi  ciency Vermont experienced a notable in-

crease in entries for many categories of its “Best of the 

Best” Awards -- proof that energy-smart building is on 

the rise in Vermont. The work displayed by all of the win-

ners shows that Vermonters can save energy and money 

while also creating comfortable spaces for homeowners, 

businesses and schools for the long-term. William Mor-

rissey, founder & owner of Weatherization Works, has 

been participating in Home Performance with ENERGY 

STAR since 2008.

   Effi  ciency Vermont was created by the VT Legislature 

& the VT Public Service Board to help all Vermonters re-

duce energy costs, strengthen the economy, and protect 

Vermont’s environment. Effi  ciency Vermont is currently 

operated by Vermont Energy Investment Corporation 

(VEIC), an independent organization under contract to 

the Vermont Public Service Board. VEIC is a VT-based 

nonprofi t organization founded in 1986. For more infor-

mation, contact Effi  ciency Vermont at 888-921-5990 or 

visit HYPERLINK “http://www.effi  ciencyvermont.com” 

www.effi  ciencyvermont.com.

Upper Valley Weatherization 
Initiative Launched

WEATHERIZATION WORKS WINS 
EFFICIENCY VERMONT’S PERFORMANCE 

WITH ENERGY STAR®AWARD FOR A 
RETROFIT PROJECT UNDER $5,000 

Dorset, Vermont, Firm Honored for Work on Bennington Home

FOREVER WINDOWS & DOORS

FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN YOUR HOME PARADIGM
WILL PROVIDE LABOR AND PARTS FOR YOUR 

WINDOWS AND DOORS.

WITH THE DIAMOND DEALER WARRANTY
THAT’S RIGHT FREE SERVICE FOR LIFE

New Construction or Replacement
ONLY AT

TIMSON BUILDING & SIDING, INC.
1062 Railroad Street • St. Johnsbury, VT 05819

Tel/Fax 802-748-3769 • paradigmofvt@yahoo.com

Call us today.
$1,500 TAX CREDIT

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://energyemp
mailto:athibault@ccsnh.edu
mailto:SERG@valley.net
http://www.SERG-info.org
mailto:SERG@valley.net
http://www.effi
http://www.effi
mailto:paradigmofvt@yahoo.com
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SEAL & INSULATE
SNOWDOG  

CONSTRUCTION, 
LTD.

Repairs  
Remodeling  
Renovations  

Energy Efficient Retrofits

Snowdog Construction donates  
1% of gross sales to Cover Home Repair

P.O. Box 1337 
Norwich, Vermont 05055

(802) 649-3605
michael@snowdogvermont.com

With 200+ Energy Audits’ worth of 
experience we are your full service 

building performance experts!

Complete Energy Audits • Infrared 
Imaging • Design Consulting

Soy Spray Foam • Blown and Dense Pack 
Cellulose Insulation • Complete 

Weatherization • Solar Hot Water

Fully accredited to offer EVT incentives up 
to $2500 per home & VT solar hot water 

rebates 

Call us Today! 802-688-4387
Box 157 Manchester Ctr., VT 05255

www.HandEnergyServices.com

Loan Program Wins Governor’s 
“Environmental Excellence” Award

GREEN TIP: It can take as little as 3.5 years for a 
solar hot water system for a family of 4 to pay for itself.

 Written by Ken Welch, NWWVT

WWW.GORDONSWINDOWDECOR.COM

CALL 802.655.7777 To Schedule a FREE In-home or Office Consultation.
Located in Fort Ethan Allen Essex Junction, Vermont

Locally owned and 
operated since 1986, 

Gordon’s Window Décor 
offers a complete line of 

window treatments 
specially designed to 

enhance your home or 
office environment.

Visit our showroom open 
Monday-Friday 9am-5:30pm, 

and Saturday 9am-5pm.

REDUCE ENERGY COSTS 
YEAR ROUND

NeighborWorks of Western Vermont was recently notifi ed that their 

Energy Saver Loan will be the recipient of the Governor’s Award for En-

vironmental Excellence and Pollution Prevention at a state house ceremony. 

 This is quite possibly the fi rst time any loan program has won a pollution 

prevention award of any kind, anywhere. It is indeed a special program that 

allows Vermonter’s the opportunity to help them save money on their home 

energy costs, improve the comfort level and indoor air quality and reduce 

their carbon emissions by tightening up their homes. And do all this with a 
zero interest loan that has only one payment due at the time of sale of 
the property.
 The loan allows home owners to “do the right thing” to improve the ef-

fi ciency of their home with no out of pocket impact…now, there is an award 

winner!

 The following paragraphs present three examples of homes, throughout 

the NWWVT service area, improved with the help of the Energy Saver Loan 

Program.

These are summaries of real projects; the names have been changed to pro-

tect client confi dentiality.

 The estimated energy savings (pollution abatement) are based on the post 

improvement H-Pros (energy analyzing tool) that Effi  ciency Vermont (EVT) 

trained Home Performance contractors use to track the eff ects of their weath-

erization eff orts. 

 A conservative estimate of the total aggregate energy savings of 2009 

NWWVT energy projects including Shell Improvements and heating system 

upgrades exceeds 1175 MM BTUS which equates to removing 162 metric tons 

of CO2 from the atmosphere.

Bennington County. Alberta Cosmos is a senior living on a tight, fi xed 

income in a drafty 1850’s farmhouse in rural Readsboro, VT. She contacted 

NWWVT to get relief from her energy costs which took the lion’s share of her 

income.

 Through the Energy Saver Loan, the home was analyzed by an EVT trained 

Home Performance Contractor (typical of all projects) and prescriptive ther-

mal shell improvement measures were identifi ed to signifi cantly reduce air 

leakage. Un-controlled air movement in a home wastes signifi cant BTUs 

and contributes signifi cantly to air pollution while robbing you of your hard 

earned heating dollars.

 The post-improvement blower door test confi rmed a 64 percent reduction 

in air leakage, primarily from foam sealing the rubble foundations, bedroom 

fl oor and insulating the attic and plank walls. 

 Additional energy effi  ciency improvements consisted of a new pellet stove 

with outside combustion air, improved indoor air quality with exhaust fans for 

moisture control and smoke and CO monitors. The primary heating system was 

tuned up, duct work sealed and the chimney lined with a stainless steel liner for 

safety and maximum heating effi  ciency.

 The results have left this home with greatly reduced energy demands, more 

effi  cient heating systems and a more comfortable, aff ordable living space for 

Alberta. The estimated energy savings from this project is 54.7 MM BTUS

Addison County.  Nikita Wobble is a young artist living in Bridport Vt. The 

building Nikita lived in was merely an exterior shell with minimal amenities 

and no electric power. She was not able to aff ord a power line extension so 

she used a portable generator for electricity.

NWWVT was able to combine a Home Rehabilitation loan with the Energy 

Saver Program loan to produce a safe, comfortable, energy effi  cient home 

complete with kitchen, bathroom and other interior necessities.

 Most signifi cantly, NWWVT was able to help Nikita achieve the sustain-

ability she seeks by developing an air sealed and insulated home with a 

reasonable footprint and close to zero energy needs because of the Photovol-

taic panels with battery backup that now power the home, all of which was 

purchased through the loan program.  The estimated energy savings from this 

project is 62.7 MM BTUS

ZERO ENERGY BUILDING
ONE STOP

An Energy Consultant Team 

Take your project from conventional construction to ZEB (Zero Energy Building).
 

  • ZEB  - your home will no longer need to purchase Energy.

We handle all consulting, specifications and engineering, working with you and your architect 
to create an individualized strategy to make your home a ZEB Home. 

 

John B. Unger Murphy     802.748.5800     439 Cliff Street  •  St Johnsbury, Vermont 05819

Rutland County. The Lewis’, a young family in 

Poultney, VT were able to achieve a 45% reduction 

in air movement throughout their home after shell 

improvements were made with the assistance of the 

Energy Saver Program. 

• The foundation of their 1830’s historic home 

was foam air sealed, the window to wall ra-

tio reduced to improve the eff ective R value 

of the walls, and serious thermal bypass is-

sues were solved by defi ning the limits of the 

living (conditioned) space.

• Indoor air quality issues from mold were re-

mediated through a combination of air seal-

ing, applying a moisture barrier and bath and 

kitchen exhaust fans on timers.

• The most signifi cant energy savings were 

achieved in the heating and domestic hot 

water systems. Modifi cations were made to 

the heating system including rearranging 

the piping confi guration and boiler control-

lers (outside reset) to improve effi  ciency and 

reduce fuel usage. The hot water heating 

system was upgraded and relocated close to 

point of use. The estimated energy savings 

from this project is 31.8 MM BTUS. 

   How about you? Are you interested in taking ad-

vantage of this award winning loan program? Call 

at 802-438-2303 and let’s see if we can include your 

name to the growing list of energy wise VTter’s. 

  

802-733-1063

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
mailto:michael@snowdogvermont.com
http://www.HandEnergyServices.com
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FINANCIAL
by Ben Gordesky
 In the 2008-2009 legislative session, 
the VT state legislature passed a bill al-
lowing towns & cities to establish Clean 
Energy Assessment Districts. Burlington is 
one of the first cities or towns to establish 
such a program. In Burlington, they call it 
the POWER program for Property Owners 
Win with Efficiency & Renewables. The 
program will allow the city of Burlington 
to borrow money & lend it to city taxpay-
ers (businesses or homeowners) over 10-
20 years. This is a much longer term than 
the typical business or home equity loan. 
The city is guaranteed that you pay off 
the loan because the loan payment will 
be part of your property tax bill. The pro-
gram is expected to be implemented by 
this summer. The exact details have not 
been worked out as of yet. But, a few de-
tails have been nailed down so far.
 For homeowners, the POWER pro-
gram loan cannot be more than 15% of 
the assessed property value or $30,000, 
whichever is less. Also, the POWER loan 
plus any other loans or liens on the prop-
erty cannot add up to more than 90% of 
the assessed property value.
 For commercial properties, the POW-
ER program loan cannot be more than 
15% of the assessed property value. Also, 
the POWER loan plus any other loans or 
liens on the property cannot add up to 
more than 90% of the assessed property 

value.
 One of the major obstacles for people 
to install solar electric systems & other 
renewable energy or energy efficiency 
measures is the up front cost. This pro-
gram greatly reduces the upfront cost 
& makes it possible for more people to 
make the decision to use energy more 
wisely & produce renewable energy at 
their homes or businesses.
 At DC Energy Innovations, we are very 
excited by this new program. Our hope is 
that Burlington and the other towns that 
have passed these programs will pave 
the way and that the rest of the cities 
and towns in Vermont will follow suit. By 
the time you see this article, our March 
24 free seminar: The Burlington POWER 
Program, Solar Financing Made Easy, will 
most likely be over. We do hope to hold 
other free seminars on this topic as well 
as other seminars on renewable energy at 
various locations throughout the state.
 You can find a listing of our upcoming 
free seminars on our Facebook fan page. 
You can also get more details about the 
program directly by going to the Burl-
ington Electric Department’s website at 
http://www.burlingtonelectric.com & 
clicking on the link for the POWER pro-
gram. Lastly, if you have any questions 
about solar or wind energy in general, 
you can always call us at 802-363-1474 or 
email bgordesky@dceivt.com.  ♻

Burlington IS First City to offer 
PowER PRoGRAM

INCENTIVES

solar & wind systems have been installed 
due to this program.

“We are fortunate to be able to support 
Vermont’s interest in generating local 
renewable energy,” said Sam Swanson, co-
chair of the CEDF Board.  “These ARRA funds 
will be leveraged by private funds on a 5 to 1 
basis, resulting in hundreds of new renewable 
energy systems and millions of dollars worth 
of economic activity in Vermont’s growing 
renewable energy sector.”  The announcement 
was made at a press conference on April 21st, 
2010 at the State House, in Montpelier. 
 The Incentive program will be administ-
ered by the Renewable Energy Resource 
Center (RERC), a project of the Vermont 
Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC). 
The CEDF was created by the Legislature 
in 2005 to increase the development of 
renewable energy & combined heat & power 
technologies. In 2009, the fund received 
$31.5 million from the federal government 
under ARRA.
 Information, contact: Andrew Perchlik, VT 

Clean Energy Development Fund.
(802) 828-4017; Andrew.perchlik@state.vt.us 

•  http://www.state.vt.us/psd    ♻

< cont’d from Pg. 1

$5 Million for RE Projects

Financial 
Innovation 

Fuels Green Economy
EoS Ventures, Berkshire Bank and 

Alteris Renewables announce new 
financial model to spur mass market 
for solar on homes, businesses and 
institutions. Demonstrating the driving 
role that the financial sector plays in 
our economy, three companies - EOS 
Ventures, a two year old renewable energy 
services company based in Massachusetts, 
Berkshire Bank, one of Massachusetts’ 
oldest and largest independent banks and 
part of the Berkshire Hills Bancorp, Inc. 
holding company (NASDAQ: BHLB), and 
Alteris Renewables, the largest installer 
of renewables in the Northeast - recently 
announced a new strategy for financing the 
small-scale commercial solar installation 
market. Called a “bundled power purchase 
agreement,” this new financing model 
provides a blueprint going forward for 
overcoming the high transaction costs 
and gap in state subsidy regimes that 
have hindered the growth of the small-
scale (less than 1MW) commercial solar 
installation market. 
Contact: Pamela Cargill, Marketing Coordinator
pcargill@alterisinc.com (413) 734-1456 x302 
HYPERLINK “http://www.alterisinc.com/” \t 
“_blank” www.alterisinc.com   ♻

Q:  which uses less energy - A dimmer 
switch with an incandescent bulb or a 
regular switch with a CFL? 
 I’m prepared to install dimmer switches if 
they’re the better way to go.

A:  You’ll use less energy with a compact 
fluorescent light bulb (CFL) than with a 
dimmed incandescent light bulb.  
 I should point out that you don’t have 
to dim your lights to save energy. CFLs are 
designed to deliver the same light output 
as incandescents but with as much as 75% 
less energy. CFLs also can last up to 10 
times longer.
 But if you actually want less light, then 
the easiest energy-saving solution is to 
use the lowest-wattage CFLs you can find 
and skip the dimmer altogether. But if 
you want to have the option of variable 
light levels, by all means install dimmer 
switches and use them with CFLs that 
are specifically designed to be dimmed. I 
hope this answers your question. Thanks 
for writing in. - Bob for The Home Team 

Q: we’ve got a few major appliances 
that are getting ready to be replaced. 
 We calculate that we can afford to replace 
just one of them this summer. How do we figure 
out which one is using the most electricity?
A: I suggest that you use a plug-in 
meter, which measures the power use 
of nearly any electric device. They’re 
easy to use. Efficiency Vermont loans them 
at no cost. To request one, you can fill out 
a simple online form at our website below - 
just search for “meter loan”. 
 When you determine which appliance 
you’ll replace, look for an ENERGY STAR® 
qualified model. The ENERGY STAR label 
indicates that a product exceeds minimum 
federal energy-efficiency standards.  
 Qualifying products of any brand can 
receive this label. Efficiency Vermont offers 
rebates for select ENERGY STAR products 
available in retail stores throughout the 
state.  For more information, visit the residential 
Rebate Center at www.efficiencyvermont.com.  
  - Kathleen for the Home Team   ♻

Ask The Home Team

School Fundraisers Program
for Schools Served by Green Mountain Power

Green Mountain Power and 
Efficiency Vermont are excited to 

announce their compact fluorescent light 
(CFL) fundraising partnership with local 
area school districts for the 2009-2011 
academic years. 

Schools located in Green Mountain 
Power’s service territory will be given the 
opportunity to raise money, save energy 
and raise community awareness about the 
benefits of energy efficiency through the 
sale of energy efficient CFL bulbs, with their 
schools keeping a portion of the proceeds. 

This flexible fundraising program is open 

to all students in grades five and above 
and can be undertaken by an entire grade, 
a single class or a school group or club. A 
ninety minute educational course entitled 
“Energy and the Environment” is included 
in the program and can be tailored to any 
grade level. 
 Green Mountain Power and Efficiency 
Vermont will provide participating schools 
with all necessary marketing materials 
and forms. Schools can perform the CFL 
Fundraiser at the time that best suits their 
schedule. 
 Please contact Morgan Hood at 1-888-921-
5990 ext. 1171, or e-mail schoolfundraiser@veic.
org<mailto:schoolfundraiser@veic.org> to learn
more about how your school can participate.♻

   Solar Power works!
      … anywhere under 
        the sun!

Tax Rebates/Incentives
VT has Renewable Energy Incentive rebates 
for grid-tie PV systems, and a 30% federal tax 
credit has been extended through 2016. 
  Together these incentives can reduce the 
cost of your system by up to 60 percent!
Some other incentive programs that you may qualify 
for (and other incentive programs may apply):
USDA Rural Development Program
   The USDA Rural Development Program is for 
a broad range of projects in rural areas (not 
restricted to agricultural businesses).City Cen-
ter 3rd Floor, 89 Main St. Montpelier, VT 05602  
(802) 828-6000; email: susan.hayes@vt.usda.gov
The Clean Energy Development Fund (CEDF)
   VT Dept of Public Service,112 State St., 
Montpelier, VT 05620. (802) 828-4039
email: kelly.launder@state.vt.us
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund
P.O. Box 1057, Montpelier, VT 05601
(802)223-4622 info@grassrootsfund.org 
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives
Database of State Incentives for Renew-
ables & Efficiency
New Generation Energy - Community Solar 
Lending Program
The low interest solar loans are available to 
companies (including sole-proprietorship) 
and non-profits in New England (CT, ME, MA, 
NH, RI, & VT), low & middle-income commu-
nities. 101 Merrimac St.,,Boston, MA 02114. 
(617)624-3688;clp@newgenerationenergy.
org•www.newgenerationenergy.org 
Property-Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)

Financing for property owners to borrow mon-
ey to pay for energy improvements. The amount 
borrowed is typically repaid via a special assess-

GooD NEwS! 
The 30% federal income 

tax credit has been 
extended to 2016

Together these incentives 
can reduce the cost of 

your system by up to 60%.

ment on the property over a period of up to 20 
years. Eligible renewable-energy technologies 
include solar water and space heating, photo-
voltaics (PV), biomass energy heating systems, 
small wind systems, and micro-hydroelectric 
systems and include efficiency measures that 
reduce the net energy requirements of the 
building: insulation, window replacements/ren-
ovations, energy efficiency heating systems… 
Information: http://www.veic.org/ResourceLi-
brary/PACE.aspx.
 Participating property owners must conduct 
an energy audit to quantify project costs, en-
ergy savings and carbon impacts.   
*In March 2010, four towns received grants from 
the Clean Energy Development Fund to help sup-
port PACE financing programs. Those towns in-
clude Middlesex, Putney, Thetford, & Waitsfield.

THE PACE PROGRAM
Benefits for Vermont Property Owners

 • Overcomes a key financial hurdle for making invest- 
 ments in energy efficiency and renewable energy.
• Incremental special assessment payments are low and  
 fixed for up to 20 years, with no upfront cost. No costs  
 to property owners who do not participate.
• Special assessment fees transfer to the new owner  
 when the property is sold, or assessment obligation  
 can be paid in full at transfer.
• Electricity and fuel bills are lower than they would be  
 without the improvements, and the property owner 
 is helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Benefits to Vermont Cities and Towns
• Cities and towns can use PACE to become more self- 
 reliant and energy efficient and contribute to meeting  
 community sustainability, climate, and energy goals.
• Cities and towns can provide a valuable public service  
 to the members of their community. 

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.burlingtonelectric.com
mailto:bgordesky@dceivt.com
mailto:Andrew.perchlik@state.vt.us
http://www.state.vt.us/psd
http://www.veic.org/ResourceLi-brary/PACE.aspx
http://www.veic.org/ResourceLi-brary/PACE.aspx
http://www.veic.org/ResourceLi-brary/PACE.aspx
mailto:pcargill@alterisinc.com
http://www.alterisinc.com/%E2%80%9D
http://www.alterisinc.com
http://www.efficiencyvermont.com
mailto:schoolfundraiser@veic.org
mailto:susan.hayes@vt.usda.gov
mailto:kelly.launder@state.vt.us
mailto:info@grassrootsfund.org
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives
http://www.newgenerationenergy.org
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Solar Electric - Solar Hot Water

Make a Home Improvement

www.ReKnewEnergy.com 
1-866-312-7673

Everyone is now eligible for the new VT 
state incentive, up to $25,000, even if 

you’ve already received one!

By Linda Ide
BRADFORD - If you could save $50,000 on 
your hot water bill over 25 years, would you 
do it? The energy and conservation groups in 
Bradford and Newbury, VT, have challenged 
local homeowners to join with 50 others to put 
solar hot water systems on their homes before 
Sept.r 30 this year.
 The Upper Valley Solar Hot Water Challenge 
at Bradford Academy on Sat., April 24, provided 
basic information about solar hot water and 
gave the audience of about 100 people a chance 
to meet with nine local solar installers who set 
up their display booths in the auditorium.
 The moderator, Dean Whitlock of Thetford 
Center, provided a slide show that explained 
all about how solar hot water works. A solar hot 
water system can make 60% to 80% of a home’s 
domestic hot water over a 12-month period.  

As oil, gas, and electricity prices rise in the future, 
the savings will multiply dramatically, saving 
tens of thousands of dollars over the life of the 
system. “This is one of the best investments a 
homeowner can make,” said Brad Vietje of Green 
Works Solar Store of Groton. “You can reduce 
your use of fossil fuels and save a lot of money.”
 Each installation differs, but a typical system 
will cost anywhere from $8,000 to $10,000 
initially, according to Whitlock. With state 
rebates & federal tax credits, he said, the total 
out-of-pocket expense is reduced to about 
$5,000 to $6,000. Both VT and NH offer rebates 
on solar hot water systems installed by certified 
installers, & the federal government is offering a 
30% tax credit.
 Even larger incentives are available for 
businesses. “Tax credits of up to 60% are 
available to VT business owners,” said Vietje.
 Installers help their customers fill out 
and submit the state and federal paperwork 
necessary to qualify for these incentives.
 ARC Mechanical of Bradford, SunCatcher of 
Corinth, ReKnew Energy Systems of So. Royalton, 
Green Works Solar Store of Groton, GroSolar 

of White River Junction, Gibson Enterprises 
of Wells River, Sunward of Vergennes, and 
Middlebrook Mechanical of Bradford all 
attended The Challenge, answered questions, 
and met with audience members.
 The Upper Valley Solar Hot Water Challenge is 
available to homeowners and businesses within 
the upper Connecticut River Valley in both VT & 
NH. For information, contact any of the vendors 
who attended & tell them you are interested in 
learning more about The Challenge.     ♻

Will YOU Accept the 
SOLAR HOT WATER CHALLENGE?

 

The original solar panel was a solar hot water collector designed to create domestic hot water.  With the increasing cost 
of fossil fuels and electricity, the hot water collector has had a continuously rising value to the homeowner.   

There are two types of hot water collectors. The first is the flat plate collector, made of an aluminum box with glass 
front and another rigid material (often aluminum sheeting) covering the insulation behind a copper plate collector.  The 
copper plate is attached to copper tubing to carry the heated water or antifreeze to the storage tank where it transfers 
its heat via a heat exchanger.  The sun rays heat the plate and tubing to create the hot water.   

The second type is the evacuated tube system.  Long cylindrical glass tubes hold a single heat carrying pipe with fins 
suspended in the middle of the glass tube.  This type of system is capable of creating hotter water than a flat plate 
collector but it is generally the case that evacuated tubes provide fewer BTU’s of hot water per dollar spent than the 
flat plate collectors.  There is a constant argument as to which technology is better and we need some good data 
collection to prove it one way or the other.   

A common question posed to us is whether PV panels can be used to make electricity and then use the electricity to 
make hot water.  The economics of this process is very poor at best.  A solar hot water collector is roughly 60% efficient 
capturing heat.  A PV panel is approx 15% efficient generating electricity.  The electricity can be converted back into 
heat quite readily and with nearly 100% efficiency so the efficiency per square foot of collector/module are 60% and 
15% respectively.  Now if you consider that the average solar hot water collector is about 25 square feet in size and 
sells for about $750, the cost per square foot is about $30.  A PV panel is about 15 square feet in size and also sells for 
about $750 so the cost per square foot is about $50.  When you now look at the efficiency and the cost per square foot, 
the PV panel costs over 60% more per square foot, and produces only ¼ of the BTU’s.  The solar hot water collector 
wins hands down.    

Currently we have a state incentive program which includes solar hot water.  The Federal Solar tax credit of 30% also 
helps to reduce the cost.  As these systems use a lot of copper piping, expensive storage tanks and relatively large 
collectors with lots of copper, aluminum and other metals and glass, it is probably wise to install one soon before the 
incentive run out and the tax credit expires.  Many of the 1980’s solar hot water installations are still working well so 
you can count on at least 30 years of cost savings.      John Blittersdorf -Central Vermont Solar & Wind 

   SOLAR HOT WATER S O L A R  H O T  W AT E R from left to right:
 < pics #1,2,3: 
flat Plate ColleCtors

 < pic #4: 
evaCuated tube system

50 Canal St., Laconia, NH
(603) 528-4300

Visit our showroom or see us online atwww.sustainabilitynh.com

•Solar Air
•Solar Hot Water

•Solar Electric (PV)
•Sun-Mar 

Composting Toilets
•Rotary & Retractable 

Clothes Lines
•Solar Toys & 
Science Kits

Rebates of 50% and more
from U.S. Government

and State of NH!!!

Large Selection of Books 
on Renewable Energy,
Sustainability, Organic
Growing & Cooking, 

& Green Building

which uses steam from the power plant that is generated 
from No. 6 fuel oil. This 135 kBTU solar hot water system 
will use nine flat-plate solar collectors and 420 gallons of 
storage to offset that fossil fuel use. It is expected that 
this system will produce 43 MBTU’s per year thereby sav-
ing almost 4.5 metric tons of CO2 equivalent emissions 
per year from   Dartmouth’s power plant.
    Bruce Dunn and Stephen Shadford in Dartmouth’s En-
gineering Services Office managed this project. The SLC 
was specifically targeted as a good candidate for solar 
hot water due to its ideal south-facing roof. The system 
will be monitored at multiple locations using flowme-
ters and telemetry. Monitoring will be critical for a long 
term assessment of the results and for determining the 
viability of reproducing this design elsewhere on campus. 
Monitoring will also allow for transparency of the system 

so that the results can be shared with the community. 
It is expected that this installation will serve as an ideal 
model for other buildings on campus.
   ReKnew Energy Systems, Inc. is a family-owned and 
operated solar design and installation company based 
in South Royalton, Vermont. ReKnew currently employs 
two Dartmouth College alumni: Steve Teel ’74 and Shasta 
Small ’09. Steve Teel heads the company’s solar hot water 
division and oversaw the SLC installation. Shasta Small 
is the Assistant Marketing Director and worked with 
Steve Shadford on this project in 2009 as part of Karolina 
Kawiaka’s Environmental Studies 50 class. ReKnew in-
stalls solar electric and hot water systems for residential 
and commercial operations year round throughout New 
Hampshire and Vermont.
    This SHW system was funded by a generous alumnus of 
the college. Thanks should also be given to Facilities Op-
erations & Management, Kathy Lambert, formerly of the 
Sustainability Office, the Engineering Services Office, the 
Provost’s Office, the Sustainability Office, and Lorie Loeb.

    ReKnew Energy Systems, Inc. has partnered 
with Dartmouth College to install a solar hot water 
system on the Sustainable Living Center (SLC). The 
SLC was established in Fall 2008 after the founders 
recognized a “need for students, faculty, and other 
community members to learn the practical skills 
involved with living a more sustainable life style.” 
Since then, the SLC has been home to about 19
students per term who actively practice energy 
conservation and other sustainable living mea-
sures. The new solar hot water (SHW) system will 
complement their efforts in greening up the cam-
pus by providing a renewable source of energy to 
preheat their domestic hot water.
    The existing method for making hot water at the 
SLC is a steam-based instantaneous water heater 

Dartmouth College 
to receive solar hot water system

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.ReKnewEnergy.com
http://www.sustainabilitynh.com
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WE COVER ALL YOUR
CHIMNEY NEEDS…

TOP HAT 
CHIMNEY SWEEP

PEACE OF MIND
Chimney Cleaning • Safety Inspections

CSIA Certified • Fully Insured
REPAIRS

Stainless Steel Reling • Dampers
Stove Maintenance • Water Proofing

Masonry • Caps • Pre-Fab Installations

CONVENIENT Serving the Upper Valley and Lake Sunapee Area

800-821-1162  •  802-333-4789
www.tophatchimneysweep.net

      Call Us Today Memberof National VT & NH Guilds

Installation of Green 
Mountain Soapstone 

Masonry Heaters

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.tophatchimneysweep.net
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Wirewiz 
Marine and Renewable Energy Systems

Wirewiz

203-644-2404
www.wire-wiz.com

a residential solar PV system keeps

2 tons of CO2
out of the atmosphere

every year.

Current incentives and tax credits 
can lower your up-front costs by 48%,
reducing the time it takes to earn back your investment.

Make solar  
work for you!  
Call us for a  

FREE CONSULTATION!

22 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

Hinesburg • 453-7213
Hyde Park • 888-7194

independentpowerllc.com

Life. Powered by Solar.

I love my family.

I love saving money.

I love my solar panels!

Solar Power Systems for Your Home 800.374.4494
groSolar.com

Add value to your home, 
save money, 
and protect the environment.

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.wire-wiz.com
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SCHOOLS

VEEP Summer 
Institutes 2010!

***
Since 1979, VEEP has been 
bringing Hands On, Minds On 
energy to Vermont classrooms. 

PV’s Clean and Green
Central VT: July 12-14 
Burlington: August 16-18 

Wind Works
Central VT: July 21-23 
Burlington: August 4-6 

Registration is $25, there’s no other fee to 
participate.  Go to www.veep.org to learn 
more and sign up.  Graduate credit available. 
Space is limited! 

A great Professional Development 
opportunity for K-12 teachers.  
Curricula, Training, and Hands On 
Materials kit included. A $3000 Value! 

by Otis Hudnut

 Bradford Elementary School, AKA BES, is putting 

global warming on ice in many ways. The school has re-

cently renovated its building, changing from standard 

lighting to CFLs. The school has also installed motion 

detectors to shut off  lights in a room after a predeter-

mined amount of time when motion is not sensed. The 

renovations also included lo-fl ush toilets. The heating is 

now computer-controlled, turning on in the morning or 

when temperatures drop beneath the thermostat’s set 

temperature. School custodian Fred Tougas said, “We’re 

saving a signifi cant percentage of energy since our recent 

renovations.” 

 The school has an intense composting program, 

including both a collaboration with a nearby farm to 

compost lunch waste, and an on-campus snack compost 

program. The second grade is responsible for the snack 

composting program. They collect snack scraps and put 

the collected waste in a three-station compost bin. The 

compost is then covered in sawdust to add needed car-

bon. According to one of the second graders, this increas-

es the pile’s air capacity, with the added bonus of keeping 

bees off   “so none of us get stung,” says a second grader. 

 The school also has a Bike and Walk to School day and 

a Walking Wednesday program. The goal of this program 

is to establish healthy habits and reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions from cars and school buses. The school nurse, 

Suzie Tann, said that, “We’re hoping that people will 

eventually not only walk to school, but everywhere in 

town, removing the need for a town bus to get the kids to 

school.”

 The school, in its eff orts to go green, has received a 

solar grant for $50,000 to produce hot water and a small 

amount of energy, helping to reduce its carbon emissions 

even further. The school administration has put out a re-

quest for proposals from solar energy  contractors. In a 

school cooperation program, Riverbend Career and Tech-

nical Center will send some students to help install the 

wiring. The solar grant will pay for solar hot water and PV 

(photovoltaic) panels, reducing the school’s energy bills. 

The roof above the cafeteria will house the panels and 

heating equipment. 

 The school also has a gardening program, run mainly 

by the Kids Connect Garden Crew and the younger stu-

dents. “Last year was horrible for our vegetables, espe-

cially tomatoes,” said school Kids Connect coordinator Jim 

McCracken. The year before had produced 25 pounds of 

tomatoes as well as cabbage, lettuce, and Indian corn. Al-

though the corn wasn’t used for food purposes, the third 

graders, who are learning about the Native Americans in 

this term, were able to utilize it. This year, the school is 

planting tomatoes, spinach, and potatoes for the local 

Food Shelf. The school also has an herb garden. It pro-

duces parsley, mint, chives, and basil, which are occasion-

ally used in school lunches such as spaghetti sauce and 

soups. These are some ways BES is going green. Is your 

local school?

 Otis Hudnut is a sixth-grader in Mrs. Albright’s home-

room at BES. Aside from helping clean up the planet, he 

enjoys reading a good action novel such as “The Hunger 

Games,” or playing Dungeons and Dragons. He has been a 

Bradford resident since 2001, but is a native of Oldtown, 

Maine.  

Giving Global Warming 
the Boot

By Keith Thompson

    On July 2nd 2009, Waterbury LEAP, Tom Drake, the prin-

cipal of Crossett Brook Middle School, science teachers 

and members of the school board, sat down to discuss 

how they were going to get solar panels for the school 

and a curriculum around renewable energy and energy 

conservation. On April 10, 2010 at the 4th annual Energy 

Rally, the Waterbury – Duxbury community celebrated 

the award of the grant and offi  cially announced Sun 

Catcher as the winning bidder for the installation of the 

solar panels.  

    The school, supported by Waterbury LEAP, was among 

10 schools around the state selected to receive $50,000 

through the Solar on Schools grant program.  From the 

beginning, it was clear that the eff ort to get the Solar 

on Schools grant was about educating the students and 

getting concepts around renewable energy and energy 

conservation planted fi rmly in the minds of students at 

a young age. Through this grant CBMS intends to install 

a 14.85 Kw solar panel on the roof, with a 32” monitor 

in the front entryway. This monitor will be streaming live 

data about the energy production of the panels and will 

be the fi rst thing kids see when they enter the school.  

The data from the panels will be available on the web for 

CBMS teachers to access and teach from.  Students will 

learn to interpret, synthesize and manipulate this data to 

increase their understanding of energy production, usage 

and conservation. 

    Because of budget restraints and the fast paced time-

line of the grant proposals and installation requirements, 

LEAP and CBMS were not going to be very eff ective at 

matching funds, which thankfully, was not a requirement 

for this grant. As a result we were looking at the photo-

voltaic system we could install for a couple dollars more 

than the full $50,000 dollar grant. It was quickly realized 

that panel prices, incentives and technology change as 

fast as the weather in Vermont and it would not be clear 

what energy return would be attained through the grant, 

because as the grant proposal was being drafted, the 

LEAP/CBMS team was still one year away from instal-

lation. At the time and for the proposal it was assumed 

that roughly $8,000 would be available and a 9Kw system 

might be achievable.  When the request for bids came out 

the incentives and panel prices had changed to off er the 

expected 14.85 Kw system with nearly $24,000 in incen-

tives. These incentives have not been allocated to this 

project, but as a school the project receives priority, and it 

meets all eligibility requirements. The only hitch seems to 

be that Vermont is a state where there is signifi cant com-

petition for these funds, which is a nice problem to have.  

    Beginning next year, every student that walks through 

the doors of Crossett Brook Middle School, will get a 

hands on education in renewable energy and energy 

conservation. This education will be delivered by an 

extremely committed teaching staff  and supported by 

an equally committed administration, and community.   

With this knowledge Duxbury students will be prepared 

better than ever to enter our world and shape it in ways 

that address our most pressing issues.  

Crossett Brook Middle School & 
Waterbury LEAP partner to put 

Solar on Schools

 BURLINGTON, January 15, Senator Bernie Sanders 

(I-Vt.) announced today that 10 Vermont public schools 

submitted winning proposals for solar energy projects 

and are in line for federal grants of $50,000 each.

 “As our state and country move away from fossil fu-

els toward energy independence, young people are the 

ones with the most at stake in making smarter choices 

about alternative, renewable sources of energy,” Sanders 

said. “I’ve been very impressed by the great interest in 

this project shown by schools throughout the state. The 

projects at the 10 Vermont schools that were selected 

will help students and the people in their communities 

learn more about solar energy and smart ways to get to a 

greener future.”

 The schools were selected by a state panel put to-

SOLAR IN SCHOOL FUNDING FOR VERMONT
TEN Vermont Schools in Line for 

$500,000 from Sanders’ Solar in Schools Grants
gether by the State Department of Education from entries 

submitted as part of a statewide competition. The win-

ning proposals will be submitted to the U.S. Department 

of Energy for fi nal approval. The 10 Vermont schools are:

• The Edge Academy/Essex Middle School in Essex Junction

• Woodstock Union Middle/High School in Woodstock

• Bradford Elementary School in Bradford

• South Royalton School in South Royalton 

• Crossett Brook Middle School in Duxbury

• Bellows Free Academy in St. Albans

• Sustainability Academy at Lawrence Barnes in Burling-

ton

• Essex Community Education Center in Essex Junction

•Folsom Education and Community Center in South Hero

• Hazen Union School in Hardwick.

 The funding, secured by Sanders in a federal spend-

ing bill, will be used to purchase small-scale solar photo-

voltaic installations which will be for educational purpos-

es. Schools were encouraged to submit creative proposals 

that engaged as many students as possible in developing 

hands-on scientifi c, technical, and other curricula involv-

ing the solar equipment.

    “This program is a major step forward in moving our 

state toward a greener economy which relies more and 

more on sustainable energy,” Sanders said.

 Sen. Sanders is chairman of the Green Jobs and the 

New Economy Subcommittee of the Senate Environment 

and Public Works Committee. He is also the only member of 

the Senate majority to serve on both the energy and envi-

ronment committees.  http://sanders.senate.gov

   Since 2004, the “VEEP” Energy Bike has been a familiar 

sight in science classrooms across Vermont. Students of 

all ages have used pedal power to light various incan-

descent and compact fl uorescent light bulbs and learned 

How Sustainable Are Our

VEEP Pedal Power 
with the Energy Bike

in the process to appreciate what effi  ciency is all about.  

Over 10,000 Vermonters have taken a spin so far.

   This “exercise” is a popular fi nale to the Vermont Energy 

Education Program’s signature lesson, Electricity and the 

Environment. E&E provides a hands-on 90 minute explo-

ration of how electricity is made, and how we can become 

more energy effi  cient. E&E, and VEEP’s other follow-up 

classes on Renewables and Wind Energy to classrooms of 

all kinds.  And it doesn’t end there- VEEP provides teacher 

training courses about energy designed to provide edu-

cators with high quality curricula and materials for use 

in their classrooms. It’s all kid-tested, and addresses 

Vermont’s Grade Expectation standards.  As one happy 

participant put it, “This is the best thing we did all year!”

   To learn more, visit VEEP at www.veep.org, where you 

can also schedule a presentation in your class. VEEP is an 

independent program of the Vermont Energy Investment 

Corporation.

After the March 30th Tour of the Hydro Dam

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.veep.org
http://sanders.senate.gov
http://www.veep.org
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town residents for that money and would go out 

of business if funding had to come from raising 

tuition. The money comes from, mostly, alumni. 

The school also was awarded a $221,000 Clean 

Energy Development Fund (CEDF) grant by the 

state of Vermont to help pay for the sun-tracking 

photovoltaic cells that enervate the building. But 

the rest came by way of getting the word out in 

paper, pixels, and in person

 More than anything, what drove the decision 

to build the fi eld house this way was a desire 

to show the world that it can be done, with 

technology available today, for a reasonable 

amount of money. The Putney School is a lot 

of things, but fi rst and foremost it is a place 

of learning. We’re hoping that construction 

codes of the future will closely match those of 

this new structure. We want people, schools, 

municipalities, and shopping mall magnates to 

study what we’ve done, improve on it, and try it 

themselves. You can track the building’s functions 

at  HYPERLINK “http://www.putneyfi eldhouse.

com” www.putneyfi eldhouse.com. Just click on 

the Energy Use tab.

   And now, in Vermont at least, is the time to 

do it. Thanks to state legislation enacted just as 

the fi eld house was completed, there will be a 

premium put on green energy fed back into the 

grid. That means the energy you put in will be 

bought at a higher price than the energy you use. 

We won’t be sure we’ve succeeded in making a 

net-zero energy building until we’ve tallied the 

numbers for a year, but if our March electric bill is 

any indication, we’re off  to a good start. We had 

a $69.75 credit and nobody complained about 

being cold or not being able to see at night. 

Imagine what July will be like!  

The Putney School 
Field House 

Design & Environmental
Highlights

Putney Net ZeroFieldhouse, from top left, moving clockwise: Yoga Room, showing daylighting and 
views; Gymnasium Interior; Building Systems Diagram; Composting Toilet Bins

by Roger Lohr

   What if every school in the country had a PV solar power 

system? Tom Hunton, president of American Capital Energy, 

thinks it’s a fabulous idea. In fact he recently donated a solar 

system to the Lyme Elementary School in Lyme, NH.

   According to Hunton, “Every single day, enough of the sun’s 

energy falls on the Earth to power the entire U.S. economy 

for 27.5 years. And a major component of a solar panel is 

silicon, which is the second most abundant element on 

the planet.” As a “solar integrator,” Hunton’s company does 

everything from system engineering 

and material procurement to instal-

lation subcontracting. 

   When asked about the origin of the 

idea to donate a solar system to the 

local school, which happens to be 

across the street from his residence, 

Hunton replied, “Our company has 

no debt or investors and is doing 

well, and…frankly, it was my wife’s idea.” His wife, Shan-

non Munger further explained that the concept was actu-

ally suggested by her grandmother, who thought it would 

be good for schools to have solar systems so the kids could 

be exposed to the technology, which could be established as 

more mainstream by incorporating the study of “hands on” 

solar power in the school curriculum.

   Lyme Elementary School Principal Jeff  Valence is also big on 

solar. “As our kids get accustomed to seeing solar energy in 

action, they’ll be more aware of the economics of this source 

of energy,” he said, “and it will be viewed as an everyday 

thing. In the future, it’ll be perfectly normal for these kids to 

use solar energy in their own homes and businesses.” 

   The school’s “grid-tie” solar power system integrates solar-

generated electricity with power from the local electrical 

grid. The owner of such a solar system becomes a power 

plant operator right on their building roof. Today’s photovol-

taic solar systems are ultra-reliable and low maintenance. 

Best of all, utility companies are required by law to purchase 

all excess electricity generated. When the system puts out 

more electricity than the school needs at any given time, the 

meter actually spins backward as the excess power is sold 

The Solar Benefactor
Lyme Elementary School, New Hampshire

back to the electric company. 

   After reviewing potential tax incentives, legal fees, and 

so on, American Capital Energy and decided to donate the 

system to Lyme Elementary as a charitable contribution. 

Hunton’s generosity caught on in the community, inspiring 

local equipment suppliers, installers, and electricians to con-

tribute materials and labor. All told, the system is valued at 

about $100,000. 

   Imagine if Lyme Elementary School’s experience could 

be repeated nationwide. Schools would benefi t from lower 

electricity costs, and teachers can de-

velop solar energy-related classroom 

activities and lessons to teach students 

the benefi ts of solar power. Lyme El-

ementary even has a monitor in the 

school’s lobby that graphically displays 

the system’s data and energy output. 

   The school expects to save 10-15 per-

cent on electricity costs, depending on 

usage, time of year, and amount of daily sunshine. The sys-

tem will contribute about 15.5 kwh or about 10 percent of 

the school’s electricity load during the school year. The sys-

tem design takes into account the weather realities of New 

England. It is designed to withstand 90 mile mph winds and 

one-inch hail stones. Even heavy snow accumulation will 

melt within a few days because of the heat of the panels. 

The panels have a 25-year warranty and the system has an 

expected life of 30-50 years.

   American Energy Capital has designed major installations 

nationwide including a 266,000 square foot solar system for 

the Atlantic City Convention Center, but it’s smaller projects 

like the one at Lyme Elementary that are likely to infl uence 

the next generation to become the energy leaders of the 

future. 
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the
PUTNEY SCHOOL

   Students in the Electrical Technology program at Green 

Mountain Technology & Career Center (GMTCC) recently 

installed a small photovoltaic solar system consisting 

of (4) Photovoltaic Solar modules on the roof of GMTCC.  

Under the guidance of David and Forrest Palumbo from 

Independent Power LLC of Hyde Park and program in-

structor Dennis Downer, students installed a 690 watt 

solar array to help power GMTCC with renewable green 

energy.  

Green Mountain Technology 
& Career Center 

GOES GREEN
The solar array installed is a little diff erent than most so-

lar systems in the fact that the inverter which converts 

the DC power generated from the 

solar powers to AC power exists 

right at the individual modules 

rather than at the electrical panel 

location. This system allows for 

additional modules to be added 

to the array without having to 

resize the inverter at the panel 

location. This arrangement will allow 

next year’s students to add modules 

as part of the yearly training curricu-

Technical Specifi cations 
Array Type/Size: 15.4 kW DC Roof-Mounted fl at rubber membrane

Energy generation: 18,500 kW-hours per year

Solar Panels: 88 Trina Solar 175 w 

Inverters: 1 Solectria 15 kW AC 

Support Structure: Sunlink fl at roof mounting system. 

No roof penetrations required

Green Mountain Technology 

Design: HYPERLINK “http://www.maclayarchitects.
com/” William Maclay Architects, Waitsfi eld, VT
Construction: HYPERLINK “http://www.dewcorp.com/
index. php” DEW Construction Corp., Williston, VT
Design: Collaborative design on 16,800 sq. ft. with 
students & faculty, board of trustees, design team & 
construction manager • Students integrated into process 
throughout design
Site:  Tight-knit, pedestrian-friendly campus infi ll devel-
opment • Bike storage & changing rooms provided 
• Exceeds local zoning open space requirements
• Storm water design promotes infi ltration, captures   
and treats runoff  beyond national standards
• White refl ective roof to reduce “heat island” eff ect
• Signifi cant light pollution reduction with eff ective  
 selection of interior and exterior lighting fi xtures
• Highly-refl ective site concrete to reduce heat island  
 eff ect of site improvements
Water Usage: No irrigation • Low-water fi xtures and  
 composting toilets minimize water usage
Energy: Reduced carbon footprint by 100%!
 • 25-yr carbon dioxide reduction of 1,077,516 lbs.’s
 • 25-yr. sulfur dioxide reduction of 4,564 lbs. 
 • 25-yr. nitrogen oxides reduction of 1,802 lbs.
 • Projected net-zero energy on yrly basis with 36.8 KW  
    of solar-tracking photovoltaics in fi eld next to building
 • Energy usage modifi ed to be approximately 45% of  
    that allowed by Vermont Energy Code
 • All lighting on occupancy and daylighting sensors
 • All ventilation on occupancy & carbon dioxide sensors
 • Air to air heat pump system selected is more effi  cient  
    than current ground source systems- Ground source  
    at +/- 2.3 COP (coeffi  cient of performance) - Air to air  
    heat pump at +/- 2.7 COP 
 • Heat recovery on building exhaust air
 • Automatic natural ventilation (windows on 
    automatic night time fl ushing)
• Building Envelope: Super-insulated envelope:
 R20 under slab insulation- R20 foundation wall   
 insulation- R45 walls- R 60 roofs- R5 fi berglass   
 windows (triple insulated, low-e, operable units   
 U value of 0.19)- Sky lighting for ~ 40% of fl oor area  
 detailing to avoid air infi ltration and thermal bridging
Materials & Resources : 20% fl y ash in concrete reduces 
carbon footprint on a pound per lb. basis • Construction 
waste management with 75% diverted from disposal • 
More than 50% of wood Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) certifi ed (sustainably harvested) • Use of 20% 
recycle materials such as steel used in steel framing 
and light-gauge wall framing • Low or nearly no VOC 
(volatile organic compound) paints, fi nishes, and 
adhesives used throughout project • Local materials 
such as site-harvested wood used in public areas • No 
chlorofl uorocarbons (CFCs)
Indoor Environment Quality: Natural ventilation, 
operable windows, and no air conditioning • 
Formaldehyde-free composite woods • Meets 
ASHRAE ( HYPERLINK “http://www.ashrae.org/
publications/detail/16396” American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers) indoor air quality standards • CO2 
monitoring for indoor air quality 

lum. 

    This solar array is rather small, but with the 

ability to add more in the future it will help the 

school cut its electrical cost, and with soaring 

energy cost the use of a Photovoltaic (PV) system 

you actually save more money every time the 

price of electricity goes up. PV systems also emit 

zero greenhouse gases making a smaller envi-

ronmental footprint for the school. Through The 

Renewable Energy Resource Center of Vermont 

the school will receive a $1208 incentive rebate 

once the system is up and running.

      << CONT’D FROM P.1
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     If the United States is to decrease its ever-growing 

thirst for energy, it will do so with trained energy profes-

sionals such as the students enrolled in the Energy Ser-

vices & Technology Program at Lakes Region Community 

College in Laconia, New Hampshire. (www.lrcc.edu).

The EST program off ers a variety of training options for 

students including seminars and credit coursework in 

Photovoltaic Technology and the degree program pre-

pares the student with a strong foundation in building 

materials, heating, cooling, indoor air quality, lighting, 

electric motors, assessment and energy planning. The 

program combines state of the art theory and knowledge 

with applied lab based applications. Students also have 

the opportunity to go on fi eldtrips and to hear timely and 

relevant presentations from a diversity of guest speakers. 

Lakes Region Community College - Laconia, NH

Preparing Students for
Tomorrow’s Energy Careers

Professors Wesley Golomb (wgolomb@ccsnh.edu) and 

Carl Daniels (cdaniels@ccsnh.edu) lead the Energy pro-

gram and are always interested in talking to people about 

the program and the fascinating happenings in all things 

energy related. 

    Along with the Energy Services Program, the College 

also off ers a six day Energy Auditor Training Program in 

conjunction with the New Hampshire Department of 

Resources and Economic Development. The combination 

of classroom theory, followed by live audits in volunteer 

homes, prepares the students to take the Building Per-

formance Institutes written and fi eld exams to seek BPI 

Building Analyst Certifi cation. The course is taught by 

Andy Duncan, PhD., Building Analyst and Envelope Pro-

fessional, and a team of professionals. 

    The Program will be off ered in late May at Lebanon Col-

lege in Lebanon, NH. The dates of the program are Thurs-

days & Fridays: May 20-21, May 27-28, June 3-4, and June 

10-11, 8 AM-4 PM, plus an optional fi eld review day and a 

four hour one-on-one fi eld test starting Tuesday, June 15. 

Interested contractors or individuals can contact LRCC Ad-

ministrative Assistant Andree Thibault (athibault@ccsnh.

edu), 603-524-3207 for more information or to register.

     Visitors are welcome to visit the College, tour the En-

ergy Program, and talk with the faculty and staff  about 

the current degree program, certifi cate or short term 

training opportunities, project collaborations, grants, or 

other mutually benefi cial activity. We look forward to 

hearing from you.  

by Patrick Parenteau, Professor of Law, VT Law School

   If you’re going to study environmental law at the nation’s 

top ranked environmental law school it had better be in a 

green classroom building, right? 

   Welcome to Vermont Law School’s Oakes Hall. Named 

after the late and much revered Judge James L. Oakes and 

his wife Evelena, Oakes Hall opened its doors in 1998. The 

handsome white building rises gracefully along the banks 

of the White River and blends well with the historic village 

of South Royalton. The hall has received a number of green 

building awards including the 1999 Governor’s Award for 

Excellence in Pollution Prevention.  

   Through its energy-effi  cient design the building elimi-

nates much of the expense and pollution associated with 

heating traditional structures. Remarkably, it does not 

require any heating equipment, chimneys, or fuel stor-

age tanks. Four very effi  cient, oil-fi red boilers have been 

installed in adjacent Whitcomb House, replacing an older, 

less effi  cient unit. The new boilers are suffi  cient to heat the 

greatly enlarged and connected, two-building complex. 

   One of the many technological innovations of Oakes Hall 

is its enthalpic energy recovery wheel. The seven-foot di-

ameter wheel, located within the ventilation air ductwork, 

is coated with a substance which absorbs and re-releases 

moisture. By transferring heat and water vapor it will keep 

the building from becoming too dry in the winter or too 

humid in the summer, while it recovers 80% of the heat in 

the exhaust air and transfers it to the incoming, fresh air. 

This system has reduced fuel use by 86%. 

     The lighting systems in Oakes Hall, on average, use less 

than 1 watt per square foot. Photo-electric lighting con-

- VT LAW SCHOOL-
Oakes Hall:

trols turn off  corridor lighting when suffi  cient natural light 

is present, and high-effi  ciency, mercury-free fl uorescent 

lighting and compact fl uorescents illuminate the spaces. 

On average, the yearly energy consumption of the hall is 

5 kilowatts per square foot, which is a 25 percent reduc-

tion in electricity when compared to the regional average 

of similarly classifi ed buildings of 6.7 kilowatts per square 

foot. By saving on heating fuel, VLS has also reduced its 

carbon footprint by 780 tons per year.

    Environmentally safe materials were also used through-

out the facility: Interior wood products came from sustain-

able managed forests; the linoleum fl ooring is made from 

natural materials, such as linseed oil, wood or cork fl our, 

limestone and natural pigments; what little carpet used 

was recycled; all paint and coatings are water-based; and 

interior fi nishes contain zero volatile organic compounds.

To reduce demands on South Royalton’s small, municipal 

water system, composting toilets were installed in the 

upper fl oors of Oakes Hall. The fl ushing of toilets typically 

accounts for the largest percentage of water use in an edu-

cational building, and the new building’s chief strategy for 

reducing water demand is the use of composting toilets on 

the main and upper levels. Rather than using water, these 

units employ aerobic bacteria to ultimately render waste 

into potential fertilizer. Instead of the usual 15 gallons per 

person consumed in a building of this type, Oakes hall uses 

only 15 gallons per day.

     Yet for all these cool green features, Oakes is fi rst and 

foremost a teaching facility. With over 23,500 square feet 

of space, eight classrooms, a courtroom, a fi replace lounge, 

and a deck overlooking the river, Oakes is a great place to 

teach and learn.  The classrooms are all equipped with 

smart podiums and a full suite of audio visual and    dis-

tance learning capabilities.  The acoustics and sight lines a 

re superb. And even the “whiteboards” use nontoxic mark-

ers.

     In short, Oakes Hall is not just a classroom where envi-

ronmental law is learned; it is a place where the ideals that 

environmental law aspires to are made real.  

by Shasta Small, ReKnew Energy Systems

     Often times we hear of people making changes in 

their energy choices for the children, who are the future. 

Well the children are taking their future into their own 

hands: two Vermont schools have taken their fi rst small 

steps in energy independence. ReKnew Energy Systems 

partnered with Marion Cross School of Norwich, Vermont 

to install a 3.5 kW photovoltaic (PV) system in 2008. The 

technology coordinator and other school staff  wanted 

Two more have GONE SOLAR
their project to be highly visible so they asked for a spe-

cial PV array design that would showcase their system. 

ReKnew designed a truly unique awning-mounted sys-

tem that is not only highly visible, but serves a dual pur-

pose by acting as an actual awning that provides shade 

for classrooms and a solar energy system that provides 

electricity for classrooms. This system was paid for with 

the help of state construction loans and generates power 

year round.   Follow this link to see the real-time energy 

record of the school’s system. http://view2.fatspaniel.net/ReKnew/marioncross/HostedAdminView.html?&eid=69927  

     ReKnew Energy Systems also partnered with the Newton School of South Straff ord, VT to install a 1.56 kW system. This 

K-8 school also wanted some part of their energy system to be visible to the community so the inverter is located outside 

the school library for public viewing. Both of these schools chose to monitor their systems with the latest monitoring tech-

nology so they can acquire data to use as part of their curricula. With the monitoring system, they are able to access data 

online to learn how much energy their system is producing, the temperature of the PV panels, how much carbon emissions 

they are avoiding, 

and historical data. 

Some monitoring 

systems even come 

with weather moni-

toring and building 

demand monitoring 

so schools can learn 

how much energy 

the entire building 

is using. Monitoring 

systems provide a 

way for schools and 

communities to see, 

in dollars, in kilowatt 

hours, in avoided car-

bon emissions, how 

their energy choices 

are paying off . Though 

for small schools, 

those numbers will 

seem small, each part 

we play in the green 

energy movement is 

worthwhile.
Marion Cross School, Norwich, VT Goddard College
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Become Part
of the Solution…

with a degree in
Environmental Science.

New program starts this fall.
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THIS SUMMER AT GODDARD

June 11–13 
Haybarn Retreat &  

Eco-Design Build Institute

9 am–5 pm Daily
Historic Greatwood Gardens  

Open to the Public

www.goddard.edu

LOW-RESIDENCY  BA, BFA, MA, MFA DEGREES IN:  

SCHOOLS
by Gary Storrs, Director of Major Capital Projects and 
Facilities Planning 
     Goddard College is tucked into the agricultural hills of 
central Vermont, with little hint of its physical uniqueness 
as you pass by its entrances. But just inside its Route 2 en-
trance, one can see its beautifully restored architecture, 
natural ecosystems and a special human environment 
that is community-oriented, holistic and creative.

      The restored Greatwood Gardens received national rec-
ognition in 2006. The forest and open land are managed 
with the guidance and � nancial assistance from the Natu-
ral Resources Conservation Service’s (NRCS) Wildlife Habi-
tat Incentive Program (WHIP). As part of the program a 
forestry plan was developed, a 3 year rotational mowing 
plan was implemented that establishes di� erent levels of 
vegetation for di� erent animals, and invasive plants are 
removed and more suitable plants are planted.  
     In collaboration with NRCS, the Vermont Youth Con-
servation Corp (VYCC) and Goddard College sta�  restored 
a two mile trail system on campus. Seven bridges were 
designed and built by VYCC, Goddard College supplied 
the materials, and NRCS partially funded the project. 
The trails cross through wetlands, forest and open areas. 
The bridges protect the wetland from human tra�  c that 
would otherwise damage the delicate infrasture of plants 
and animals that rely on the wetlands for life itself.   
      Additionally, kitchen waste is composited and returned 
to the gardens, recycling is a priority, and the College has 
worked with E�  ciency Vermont to install more e�  cient 
lighting. 
     Goddard College has a long history of responsible and 
innovative environmental stewardship in both educa-
tional and operational terms. As part of this on-going 
engagement, in 2006, Goddard College President Mark 
Schulman signed the American College & University 
Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC). Signatories 

Goddard College
to the ACUPCC commit to addressing climate change by 
eliminating greenhouse gas emissions from speci� ed 
campus operations and by promoting research and edu-
cation to help stabilize the earth’s climate, fostering a civil 
and sustainable society.  
     As part of enacting the ACUPCC agreement, Goddard 
inventoried the CO2 generated and released into the en-
vironment as a result of its operations.  These data show 
that the use of fossil fuels (#2 fuel oil and propane) to 
heat our buildings and hot water results in 732.9 tons of 
CO2 per year, the bulk of our emissions. With assistance 
from a 2008 US Department of Energy Grant, the College 
initiated energy improvement projects that reduced fuel 
oil use by more than 30 %. 
     In February 2010 the Goddard College Board of Trust-
ees approved a concept proposal for a wood chip/district 
heating system, to further explore the possibility of a bio-
mass facility, submit grants for the project, explore other 
funding sources and report back to the Board at the June 
2010 meeting. The biomass plant could reduce CO2 out-
put for heating campus buildings to nearly zero.

     Yestermorrow Design/Build School of Waits� eld, VT and 
AllEarth Renewables, Inc. of Williston, VT have partnered 
to install seven AllSun Trackers® on the school’s campus 
in Waits� eld. Over the course of a year, the 28 kilowatt 
(kW) photovoltaic array is expected to produce enough 
electricity to power over 90% of the electricity used in 
Yestermorrow’s main classroom facility. This initiative is 
part of Yestermorrow’s master plan to implement and 
promote renewable energy systems and transition from 
fossil fuel use.

     “Yestermorrow is committed to exploring renewable 
energy solutions, and part of our educational mission 
is to provide a demonstration site for di� erent types of 
systems and technology,” said Yestermorrow’s Executive 
Director Kate Stephenson. “We’re thrilled that AllEarth 
Renewables’ power purchase agreement brings this pho-
tovoltaic technology within reach of non-pro� ts.”  
     David Blittersdorf, CEO and president of AllEarth Re-
newables said, “Financially, it’s a smart decision for Yes-
termorrow. Our power purchase agreement, which re-
quires only a $1,000 deposit, establishes a � xed price per 
kilowatt hour for their electricity, enabling Yestermorrow 
to save money as the cost of electricity rises over the � ve 

year term of the agreement.”   
     The AllSun Tracker is a complete grid-connected so-
lar electric system which consists of photovoltaic panels 
mounted on poles installed in the ground. The system 
uses a GPS (Global Positioning System) and a dual axis 
rotation to keep the solar panels at a perpendicular angle 
to the sun’s rays throughout the day. This maximizes 
the amount of light reaching the panels, which in turn 
maximizes the amount of energy generated, providing as 
much as 40% more electricity than � xed panel installa-
tions of the same size. More than 100 AllSun Tracker solar 
systems have already been installed, including 36 at the 
Green Acres Tracker Farm in Hinesburg, VT, the largest so-
lar installation to date in the state.
Yestermorrow’s AllSun Tracker installation is located on 
Rte 100 in Waits� eld, VT. The Yestermorrow campus is 
open to visitors seven days a week and free tours of the 
solar systems are available with advance reservation (call 
802-496-5545). 
About Yestermorrow Design/Build School: Kate Stephenson, Yes-
termorrow Executive Director 888-496-5541; Yestermorrow Design/
Build School was founded in 1980 on the belief that the best built en-
vironment depends on the joint cooperation of designers, builders and 
homeowners.  The school’s goal is to empower people to express their 
values and lifestyle through an integrated design/build process, and to 
foster a self-awareness that reconnects people to their communities, 
their natural environment and to each other. Yestermorrow’s 1-day to 
3-month hands-on courses and certi� cate programs are taught by top 
architects, builders, and craftspeople from across the country. Classes 
are for people of all ages and experience levels, from novice to profes-
sional. Learn more at www.yestermorrow.org or call 888-496-5541.
About All Earth Renewables: Anne Bijur, AllEarth Rewnewables 
Marketing and Sales Coordinator, 802-872-9600. AllEarth Renewables, 
Inc. (formerly Earth Turbines, Inc.) Vermont’s only manufacturer of 
residential wind turbines and the AllSun Tracker dual-axis solar system, 
designs and installs grid-connected renewable energy systems that 
lessen dependence on nuclear and fossil fuels and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. The company’s goal is to provide turnkey products that 
harness the power of the wind and sun for homes and businesses. www.
allearthrenewables.com.

Yestermorrow
28 Kilowatts of Solar Power

by Allan Ferguson (603)469-3399; Noelle Vitt (603)469-3442

    In Plain� eld, NH the School Board and its Facility Com-
mittee are improving the energy e�  ciency of the town’s 
elementary school. The school was built in 1973 (and 
added onto over the years) when the price of fuel oil was 
inexpensive and electricity was cheap. Today that’s no lon-
ger true.
    With the simple strategy of everyone (sta� , students, 
administration) in the school changing their behavior 
(e.g., turn o�  unused lights and equipment, more e�  -
cient lighting, etc.) a 25% reduction in energy consump-
tion was realized.
    That wasn’t enough, there’s more to be done. Because 
the building is old, it leaks conditioned air. The Facility 
Committee (with the support of the town taxpayers) has 
begun a building renovation to make further conservation 
gains. One classroom was chosen and renovated accord-
ing to a revolutionary design. At the classroom’s comple-
tion, the design has proven to be viable and 25% more 
of the school building will be renovated in the manner of 

the prototype starting this summer. The further renova-
tion uses everything learned from the year-old prototype 
classroom.
    The Facility Committee’s design implements a Deep 
Energy Retro� t (DER) to reduce the energy design-load 
from the building envelope. We are adding energy re-
covery ventilators (ERV) that will be controlled by carbon 
dioxide monitoring. The building itself will be super-
insulated. Gathering data to test our design assump-
tions, we monitored the classroom while in use. We, the 
students did some of the monitoring, found the results to 
be provocative. This prototype classroom has lowered its 
energy consumption by an additional 62% (after behav-
ioral changes). The design of the prototype and successive 
renovations in the building are modular and scalable. 
Thus, we are con� dent our design could be adopted by 
New England schools. Our ultimate goals are to: 
a) Use one integrated approach to repair the decaying 
building envelope and enhance ongoing building durabil-
ity; b) Reduce classroom noise from mechanical systems; 
c) Improve indoor air quality through carbon dioxide 
monitoring and controlling ventilation; d) Enhance the 
classroom’s learning environment and its comfort; 
e) Lower our energy usage, cost, and carbon emissions. 
    The prototype classroom has 28 inches of ceiling insu-
lation, 13.5 inches of wall insulation and windows with 
an overall average R-value of 7 (R-9 center of glass). In 
this outside-corner classroom, we installed an 81% e�  -
cient energy recovery ventilator (ERV) and an air source 
heat pump. Our maximum calculated heat load is around 
13,000 BTUs/hour.
    The results in our prototype classroom have been a much 
more stable room temperature during class, Air Quality is 
better as the CO2 levels are monitored and used to control 
ventilation. While improving the learning environment, 
energy costs will be signi� cantly lower. Before the pro-
totype design energy usage was 7.1 BTU/Ft2/degree day 
and is now 0.36 BTU/Ft2/Degree Day. The energy cost in 
the prototype is down from $1.08/Ft2/year to $0.10/Ft2/
yr .
    The Facility Committee and the School Board are pleased 
with the renovation plan and strategy. We are furthermore 
pleased to know that our students are participating in this 
e� ort to save energy and help other schools do the same.

Plain� eld’s Prototype Could Be Imitated

How Sustainable Are Our

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
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Custom Fabricated  
Aluminum Racks for
all your Solar needs 

1567 RT 14 

Hartford, VT 05047 

Hours: 8:00-4:30 Mon-Fri 

802-281-8245 
www.highcountryaluminum.com 

South Street › Hanover, NH
Centerra Parkway › Lebanon, NH
p: 643  •  5800 › www.spci.com

Systems Plus Computers, Inc. 
offers the greenest MacBook® and 
MacBook Pros ever—featuring the 
sleek aluminum unibody design.

The Greenest Apples ever…

green

unibody 

enclosure

 More energy effi cient

 Highly recyclable

 Reduced packaging

 Aluminum unibody

 EPEAT Gold

 Mercury, PVC and
Arsenic Free

MacBook: Starting at $999
MacBook Pro: Starting at $1199

CLASSIFIED ADS
ACCOMMODATIONS

Solar Powered ‘Daystar Trail Lodge’ 

Situated on 26 secluded acres with 360º 
Mtn. views, on our small farm.!  Our charm-
ing place is a fully equipped cabin apart-
ment with an open fl oor plan… Compost 
toilet. Re cycling. Great outdoor shower, 
heated with an on-demand system.  Walk 
to hiking trails. Kayaking, swimming, great 
restaurants, shopping, farmers markets are 
nearby... This is a green vacation!  We really 
believe in doing what we can to make our foot-
print on this earth as small as possible!  Free-
range eggs & Organic veggies available 
- even your own kitchen garden (in season)!  
Daystar Lodge is a smoke-free environment!  
Ask for E-brochure: nrmallery@gmail.com 
bradford, VT .  802.439.6675

CLASSIFIED AD INFO

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD IN G.E.T.: e-
mail your ad copy to: nancy@greenenergy-
times.org. 50 words/$20. Due July. 22, 2010.  
Call with questions: 802.439.6675.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

PJ might do your graphic work while still 
in her PJs, but does an excellent job just 
the same. She can help you create your 
ads and also with page layout, if you need 
that kind of help as well. She is dedicated 
to doing a great job! Green Energy Times 
highly recommends her! Give her a call at 
603-568-0305. (See ad on this page)  

BUILDING SCHOOL

DESIGN & BUILD YOUR OWN GREEN 

HOME! Yestermorrow Design/Build 
School in Warren, VT  teaches over 150 
hands-on courses per year in sustain-
able building & design, woodworking, 
& architectural craft.  Offering short 
workshops & certificate programs for 
people of all ages & experience levels, 
from novice to professional. 888-496-

5541  www.yestermorrow.org.

ENERGY EXPERT 

What’s the Best Way to Save?

Certified residential energy expert 
helps you find out. 802-584-3812
energydecisions@gmail.com

WOOL

OG Natural Wool Products: Pillows, 
Mattress covers, wool batts for quilt fillers, 
handspun yarn - various colors, custom 
washing & carding. Large felted wool pieces 
custom designed by you! Natural lamb & 
machine washable sheep skins, beginning 
spinning lessons-wheels provided. 
havewool@gmail.com    802-353-8656.

SOLAR HOT WATER WORKSHOPS

Solar Hot Water Workshops: Building 
for Social Responsibility (BSR) is proud 
to present the 2010 workshop series on 
domestic solar hot water and space heating. 
From March 20th, 2010 through October 
16th, 2010 workshops are available across 
the state. Builders and Plumbers take note; 
these courses are recognized by Renewable 
Energy of Vermont (REV) as credits towards 
applying for Solar Thermal Partnership.   
Learn how to design, install and maintain 
solar thermal domestic hot water and 
space heating systems for Vermont climate! 
For more info, please contact Hillary Hunter 
at 802.825.5957 or visit www.bsr-vt.org.

THE BARREL MAN

I HAVE ALL types of Food Grade Pails 
• Barrels • Compost Barrels • 275 gallon 
Totes in stock. Call for appointment. 
802-439-5519. Solar Powered Busi-
ness is located in West Topsham, VT.  

Economic Strategies for Construction:   

Think It Through & Build in Phases

It also helped determine the minimum distance away 

from evergreen trees to the south, which could have 

created signifi cant shadowing of solar collector surfaces 

during winter months, had that been ignored.  This pro-

cess  instilled confi dence that the structures would end 

up getting the most sun, as well as meet the more basic 

requirements of any building site, such as drainage, road 

access, views, appearance upon arrival; and most subtle 

of all, how comfortably the building appears to occupy 

its space.

    The Garage: Making sawdust was really Phase III. The 

construction of the garage building allowed us to try out 

materials, equipment and fi nishes. The garage size di-

rected and controlled the design of the guest suite above, 

which is 800 sq. feet. It was conceived as a vacation re-

treat to start and now adds to the utility of the whole 

environment in many ways. It is a private guest suite in 

the fi nished house or a fl exible live-in for longer stays.   

It is built with a high-performance thermal envelope to 

shrink heating needs. It is heated with 3 small wall heat-

ers and a cast-iron LP stove on a thermostat. In summer, 

a cupola located above the center provides ventilation 

via four operable windows. At night, during the hotter 

months, cool air falls in by gravity as warm air escapes. By 

morning, the windows are closed and interior cooling has 

taken place for the new day. Construction to this point, 

including all infrastructure, was fi nely crafted by Lowery 

Builders of Lebanon, NH.

    The House: The guest house, with its roof mounted 

PV array done by Greg Ryan of Rochester, VT, proved to 

everyone that solar was viable on this site and should be 

included in the design of the main house, which started 

in 2006. Greg’s PV system design, equipment selection 

and installation craft was surpassed only by the fun of 

seeing the electric meter spin backwards starting in 2002.   

The trouble-free operation of the original thin-fi lm solar 

collectors mounted to standing seam metal roof pans was 

heartening, but the latest PV equipment 8 years later was 

off ering more output per square foot.

    The intent was to learn along        Cont’d on Pg. 20>>

by Paul R. Bilgen, Architect ;Robson Bilgen Architects, PC

     When a couple, with ties to Vermont, decided in 2000 to 

build in the Upper Valley, they came with a ten year plan, 

a strict construction budget and a hunger to live full-time 

in Vermont with ever greater self-suffi  ciency. They also 

brought a strategy which deserves close consideration 

by anyone facing the building challenge; think it through 

from the start…and build in phases.  Building in phases 

when money is available is not a new idea. But thinking 

things through and keeping the ultimate goal clear for 

several years requires self-control.  

   The dream this couple shared, driven by logic and 

economy, called for a compact home with an attached 

garage and service infrastructure. The completed project, 

the eventual culmination of everyone’s thinking, needed 

to be a successful adaptation to the site ten years later.  

Our response as architects to our client’s exemplary think-

ing and careful planning was to provide pre-design help 

sifting and fi ltering possibilities. First step: focus on the 

site as a whole, lay in a good roadway, deploy infrastruc-

ture and preserve solar access on the land. Imagining this 

empty meadow as THE place to live and purchasing the 

land was really Phase I.

    The Garage: From the start the idea was to build a ga-

rage fi rst with a fully-fi nished one-bedroom apartment 

above it and use that for ten years while planning and 

building the house. To 

create any workable 

vacation retreat, the 

next phase needed to 

include all of the proj-

ect services as well. 

Services included a 

long driveway, 3-bed-

room septic system, 

a well, LP tank and 

underground electri-

cal service. A thin fi lm 

solar photovoltaic 

system, with battery 

storage, was included 

and tied to the grid. 

The sum of these 

infra-structure costs 

were approximately 

equal to the cost of 

the garage/guest 

house structure. We 

think of these services 

as Phase II. 

    The Land: The 

land, with fi elds slop-

ing down to the east, is almost entirely clear, thanks to a 

previous owner.  Neighboring lands are mostly wooded. 

Stonewalls line several boundaries with a brook on the 

south in a deep swale. The buildings were sited for best 

year-round sun exposure. A sun path analysis at the 

house site helped determine the best solar orientation. 

waste is to both design and sequence of certain phases 

to use the typical pile of short off cuts left after shiplap 

siding. We use these as cripples and backing for our stair 

treads and also run them perpendicular to the rake boards 

to fi ll in the soffi  ts, which is far more attractive than a 

long parallel board running the entire length of the roof.  

It is rare for us to have more than a large garbage can of 

shiplap scraps after fi nishing a multiple thousand square 

foot structure. Clients have complained, tongue in cheek, 

that they did not get a lot more kindling than the hun-

dred pounds they were bequeathed.

Quality. We have always sought to acquire and use the 

best quality lumber we could fi nd, and have been ably as-

sisted in this through our suppliers at Britton’s and Bethel 

Mills. Good quality does not need to be culled, any dam-

ages or with other inevitable anomaly we can always face 

the board inward or cut it into blocking. I build all over the 

US and have always received comments about the quality 

of our lumber.

 Why does waste coeffi  ciency even matter? After all, 

is saving a few dollars worth all this trouble and fore-

thought? Indeed it is, because it communicates not only a 

GEOBARNS  
                                                                                    Cont’d from Pg. 21>>

respect for our precious natural resources, but also toward 

the hard earned entrusted resources of our clients. To 

learn more about GeoBarns please visit online at http://

www.geobarns.com.

P H O T O G R A P H Y S E R V I C E S
Weddings • Location Portraits

Special Events • NH Stock Photos

G R A P H I C D E S I G N S E R V I C E S
Ads • Business Cards

Brochures • Page Layouts
...and anything else for your print & web needs 

Reasonable Rates, Creative Images

(603) 568-0305
email: pjfphotos@comcast.net

website: www.pjfischerphotography.com
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West Chesterfi eld, NH • www.foardpanel.com

1-800-644-8885

Custom Wall & Roof Systems

Fast • Affordable • Energy-Efficient 

STRUCTURAL INSULATED PANELS

An energy-effi  cient alternative 
to stick frame construction

Reduce fuel bills by 50%!

100% of Vt’s 
Energy Needs 
should Be met 

with Renewables!
Interview with David Blittersdorf  
    4.16.2010 by Nancy Rae Mallery

I had a very nice interview with David 
Blittersdorf recently. Green Energy Times has 

hoped to connect with him since our inception, 
after research helped us learn about the way 
his current & former companies operate, & the 
buildings in which they operate. This all adds to 
a belief  David & I share, that 100 % of VT’s energy 
needs should be met with renewables! We both  
rely on renewable energy systems at home & at 
the office & know how well  they can work.
 David started NRG Systems in 1982 & 
moved it to Hinesburg in 1988. If you are not 
familiar with NRG, I urge you to just take a minute 
to go to their website: HYPERLINK 
“http://www.nrgsystems.com” 
http://www.nrgsystems.com & 
spend some time to understand 
the structure of the building, 
how their energy requirements 
are met & how it all works so 
beautifully, here in Vermont. NRG 
makes commercial-scale wind 
measurement equipment, & serves 
the wind industry all over the 
world. Jan Blittersdorf, David’s wife, 
is now CEO of NRG Systems, & has 
been running NRG since 2005.
 In 2005, David left NRG to 
found a second company under 
the name of Earth Turbines, 
with the mission of developing 
a grid-connected, residential 
scale wind turbine. This company is now 
based in Williston. After years of research & 
development, the Earth Turbine’s generator was 
awarded a U.S. patent last December. In January 
of this yr, Earth Turbines changed its name 
to AllEarth Renewables: HYPERLINK “http://
www.allearthrenewables.com” http://www.
allearthrenewables.com). The name change 
acknowledged the company’s expanded focus 
on both wind & solar, since in addition to 
developing the wind turbine, the company now 
also manufactures & installs the AllSun Tracker, 
a pole-mounted solar PV active-tracking system 
of its own design, for grid connected homes 
& businesses interested in net or group net 
metering. David explains, “We had to change our 
name – it was confusing to explain to potential 
customers we’re a wind turbine company, but 
we also have a solar product”.  AllEarth recently 
marked its 100th solar tracker installed in VT. As 
stated on the company’s website, their “goal is 
to lessen dependence on nuclear & fossil fuels 
& reduce greenhouse gas emissions.” Sound 
familiar? … Green Energy Time’s mission! As with 
NRG, AllEarth Renewables is very conscious of 
creating sustainable, well-paying jobs. 
 David’s older brother, John Blittersdorf,  is 
owner of Central Vermont Solar & Wind – John 
also lives with 100% solar. I asked David how it 
is that two brothers ended up with renewable 
energy as their lines of expertise, & privately 
wondered not only what kind of childhood 
might have led to this outcome, but also what 
kinds of conversations might take place at family 
gatherings! As it turns out, John was  a guinea 
pig for  David’s 1st wind generator - 1977!
 David’s interest in wind started after his 
mother showed him photos of the Smith-
Putnam wind turbine near Rutland, VT, leading 
to a trip with his father to actually see the 
foundation for himself. (The turbine was the 
world’s 1st utility-scale wind turbine, & operated 
in the early 1940s.) His first wind sensor designs 
were ‘paper cup’ designs, when he was quite 
young. This interest in wind, & using renewable 
energy to generate power, has followed him 
through his whole life. He truly understands 
wind better than most. . . I sure learned a lot. 
He continues to learn himself, applying his 
experience to developing products that address 
different problems. When he chose to include 
solar tracker technology in his company’s lineup, 
it was with the belief that “I can make a better 

solar product.” The AllSun Tracker design  draws  
from his knowledge of the wind industry.  Solar 
power complements wind in VT: “There is more 
wind resource in winter, & more sun in summer, 
& solar is often a good option for people who 
may not have a good site for a wind turbine.”
 Both of David’s companies use 100% 
renewable power for their business operations. 
In a field in Hinesburg dubbed the “Green 
Acres Solar Farm,” 36 group-net-metered 
AllSun Trackers  provide 70% of the power 
they generate to NRG Systems, & 30% of the 
power is credited to AllEarth Renewables facility 
in Williston, a 20-minute drive to the north. 
Established last September, it is the first group-
net-metered project in the state! The credits 
are tracked & administered by the electric 
utility. David described  another way ‘group net 
metering’ can work here in Vermont, on a smaller 
scale. Two of AllEarth Renewables’ customers 
wanted to install trackers, but only one of them 
had a good solar site, so they pooled together 
& installed two trackers at the better site. The 
electric company, however, splits the credits 
between the two homes. Group net metering is 
a virtual system which shares the output!
 We are at the tipping point of a paradigm, 
which is very real. As Green Energy Times moves 
forward, we find it exciting to educate you all 
about this reality – to learn the truth about peak 
oil & climate change. As David put it, “We are 
facing the reality of a finite world. Finances are 
no longer tied to resources.  President Obama 
needs to put his efforts into renewables”.  It is 
David’s hope that increased awareness of the 
coming scarcity of oil & other fossil fuels will 
help establish a working infrastructure that 
supports the reality of energy costs – our homes 
& transportation should be powered by much 
more readily available resources.
 We all need to learn how to meet our future 
with truly sustainable knowledge & vision, so I 
am happy to announce that David has agreed to 
write a regular column in Green Energy Times to 
share his views with all of us. David’s 1st column 
is on our cover page: “Too Much Carbon.”  ♻

“We 
are 

facing 
the 

reality 
of a 
finite 

world”
• ORGANIC • ORGANIC • ORGANIC • 

Great for Sensitive Skin
Safe for the Environment too!

CERTIFIED ORGANIC • USDA APPROVED

616 Exchange St.
Middlebury
VT 05753

1 866 SOAP4U2

• Foaming Hand Soap  
• Bar Soaps 
• Liquid Castile Soaps 
• Laundry Soap 
• Pet Shampoo 

• Bath & Shower Gels
• Nontoxic Cleaners   
• Yoga Mat Cleaners 
• Aromatherapy Misters

• ORGANIC • ORGANIC • ORGANIC • 

YOU
CALL!

WE HAUL!

We Pick Up and Pay for Junk Automobiles!

Route 15
Hardwick

802-472-5100

3842 Dorset Lane
Williston

802-793-9133

1-877-275-9919

SolarFest started in 1994 as a festival where one could learn about the possibilities that Solar 
Energy could offer. I t has grown and proven to be the best Renewable Energy and Arts 

festival in the Northeast today!  SolarFest 2010 will be held on July 16, 17 & 18th. 
World-class entertainment and not-to-be-missed workshops in renewable energy, sustainability & 

community engagement are all presented in one wonderful weekend that you never want to end. 
It is so much more than the festival!  Green Energy Times hopes to see you there!

SolarFest is 16 Years Old!
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NEW REVIEWS:
The BIOCHAR DEBATE, by James Bruges.
   Brilliant!  An answer for undoing the damages that have 
already been done, to combat global warming. Bruges ad-
dresses all the issues regaring Biochar and shows current 
and ancient real-life examples with results.  I urge you to 
read this book and pass it on!  We need to not only reduce 
our carbon emissions, but also undo the damages that have 
already been done, asap … and sooner than most realize!

ENERGY FREE - Homes for a Small Planet
by Ann V. Edminster.
   A ‘must read! This book is designed to equip building 
professionals and homeowners alike with a toolkit for cre-
ating homes that use no more energy than they produce . 
   As Mark Piepkorn, Associate Editor, Building Green says, 
“Few books are as vital in their time as this one. It’s not 
about the latest green thing  - its about the ‘right’ thing. And 
the time is now.”  This book is available  from Green Build-
ing Press: http://www.greenbuildingpress.com.  

LIVING ABOVE THE STORE - Building a Business That 
Creates Value, Inspires Change, & Restores Land & Community
by Martin Melaver
  Can’t put it better than Bob Berkebile, BNIM Architects:
“Engaging and informative, the story offers a business 
plan utilizing diversity, shared values, common purpose and 
a land-community ethic that is restorative for humankind 
and nature. Living Above the Store is for readers interested in 
realizing a business’ highest potential and regaining a more 
authentic sense of themselves or for anyone wanting to 
develop a life plan for the 21st century.” 
Gaia’s Garden, Second Edition  - A Guide to Home-
Scale Permaculture   by Toby Hemenway
Transition into a sustainable future, even with very limited 
growing space urban permaculture, in town or out.  Soil, 
conserving water, beneficial insects, fruits, nuts, and other 
foods, while also eliminating the typical lawn and garden.

Visit www.chelseagreen.com to order these books or 
other sustainable books from Chelsea Green Publishing!

ResouRCes

Confronting Collapse, by Michael C. Ruppert
Everyone should read this book - it could save our lives! 
The Crises of Energy & Money in a Post Peak Oil World.
Ruppert’s truth is not just inconvenient. It is utterly dev-
asting. But, there IS hope. Rupert outlines a 25-pt. plan of 
action. Irrefutable documentation with reasonable solu-
tions to address the serious problems we must deal with!

Fresh Food from Small Spaces,  by R. J. Ruppenthal
The Sq.-In. Gardener’s Guide to Year-Round Growing, Fer-
menting, & Sprouting. Transform balconies & windowsills 
into productive vegetable gardens, countertops & stor-
age lockers into commercial-quality sprout & mushroom 
farms. Living in apartments, grow up to 20% or more of 
your own fresh food using space-saving techniques.

Small-Scale Grain Raising, 2nd Edition,  by Gene Logsdon
An Organic Guide to Growing, Processing, & Using Nutri-
tious Whole Grains for Home Gardeners & Local Farm-
ers. An introduction to a wide range of both common 
& lesser-known specialty grains & related field crops…a 
field full of information & ideas in this classic.

Time’s Up! An uncivilized solution to a Global Crisis,  by Keith Farnish 
The book that could make the differnce between human-
ity surviving or ending. Are we are prepared to die in 
order to live a life that is killing us. Our actions affect the 
very things on Earth that we depend on for survival… It 
arms us with the tools to free us from a culture that has 
blinded us for centuries & to live in a way that will give 
Earth, & ourselves, a viable future.

The Transition Timeline - For a Local, Resilient Future, 
by Shaun Chamberlin
The Transition Timeline lightens the fear of our uncer-
tain future, providing a map of what we are facing & the 
different pathways available to us, to move into a more 
fulfilling, lower energy world.
   Details are examined in depth, covering food, energy, 
demographics, transport & healthcare, & provide a sense 

of context for communities working towards a thriving 
future. Update on climate change & peak oil & the inter-
actions between them, including their impacts, present 
& future.   If you haven’t read this book, you should! It is 
invaluable to shape our future!

Future Scenarios - How Communities Can Adapt to 
Peak Oil & Climate Change,  by David Holmgren
Four scenarios that bring to life the likely cultural, politi-
cal, agricultural, & economic implications of peak oil & cli-
mate change, the era of “energy descent” that faces us, & 
makes clear the strategies for preparing for & adapting to 
our future. Watch for a more thouough review in August.

The Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook,  by Richard Wiswall
Make your vegetable production more efficient, bet-
ter manage your employees & finances, & turn a profit. 
Crop production, managing employees, farm operations, 
office systems, marketing, business spending, investing, 
& planning for retirement + a CD of business tools, with 
spreadsheets for projecting cash flow, a payroll calcula-
tor, comprehensive crop budgets, & tax planners.  

The Carbon-Free Home, by Rebekah Hren, Stephen Hren.  
A guide for renovating existing homesfor hands-on 
knowledge necessary to kick the fossil-fuel habit; proj-
ects listed by skill, time, cost, & energy saved. For every 
aspect of your life currently powered by fossil fuels, The 
Carbon-Free Home offers alternatives to get started us-
ing renewable & sustainable sources of power.

The Passive Solar House, by James Kachadorian.  
A complete guide to heating & cooling your home. New 
edition of this best-selling guide includes CSOL passive solar 
design software. Heat your home with the power of the sun. 

Wind Energy Basics, 2nd edition, by Paul Gipe. 
Soberly critical of past energy mistakes & convincingly 
optimistic about the future. Wind Energy Basics offers a so-
lution to transform our world from one of fossil carbon to 
one of clean power.  How-to for home-based wind applica-
tions, to choose or avoid. Renewable investment strategies 
& cautionary tales of wind applications gone wrong.

Book ReVIews
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SOLAR & RENEWABLES LINkS:
• Efficiency VT  www.efficiencyVT .com. 
This is a must go to site for immeasurable 
amounts of information.
• SEIA/ Solar Energy Industries Associa-
tion: http://www.seia.org/  The SEIA Tax 
Manual to answer your solar related tax 
questions.
• Dsireusa.com. www.dsireusa.com. 
Renewables & Efficiency. Find state, local, 
utility, & federal incentives for renewable 
energy & energy efficiency.
• IREC/ Interstate Renewable Energy Coun-
cil: www.irecusa.org. RE educational info.
• NABCEP/ North American Board of Cer-
tified Energy Practitioners: www.nabcep.
org This organization that tests & certifies 
PV system installers. Individuals are Certi-
fied, companies are not. 
• NESEA/ Northeast Sustainable Energy 
Association: www.nesea.org. Focused on 
N.E. US, for consumers & industry with RE 
& clean building info, events…
• NHSEA/ New Hampshire Sustainable En  
ergy Association www.nhsea.org. 
• NYSEIA/ New York Solar Energy Indus-
tries Association: www.nyseia.org. 
• REV/ Renewable Energy VT  http://reVT 
.org/ 
• Clean Power Estimator: www.consumer-
energycenter.org/renewables/estimator
• The Energy Grid:  www.pvwatts.org
Find Solar: www.findsolar.com
• Energy Star Federal Tax Credits for energy 
efficiency. www.energystar.gov/taxcredits.
• Tax Incentives Assistance Project 
(TIAP): www.energytaxincentives.org.
• American Solar Energy Society (ASES): 
www.ases.org.
• Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 
Clearinghouse (EREC): http://eetd.lbl.gov/
newsletter/CBS_NL/nl6/Sources.html. 
• Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion (FERC): www.ferc.gov.
• National Association of Energy Service 
Companies (NAESCO): www.naesco.org.
• National Renewable Energy Labora-
tory (NREL): www.nrel.gov
• Renewable Energy World  www.renew• 

ableenergyworld.com. RE World Industry news.
• Solar Living Source Book: www.realgoods.com
• Home Power Magazine  www.homepower.
com
• Solar Components catalog: www.solar-
components.com
• www.backwoodssolar.com Specialize in 
solar for off-grid.
• NEsolar.com
• http://www.nationalsolarinstitute.com/
• http://www.vthomeownership.org/   low-
cost energy loans
• www.energyguide.com Unbiased advice 
about today’s energy choices. Find ways to save, 
lower your bills & help the earth’s environment.
• http://hes.lbl.gov/ Interactive site to help 
you identify & calculate energy savings  
opportunities in your home. A lot of great 
information!
• http://aceee.org/consumerguide/index.htm 
Consumer guide to home energy savings…
• Hydro - www.communityhydro.biz 
• Wind - www.earthturbines.com
http://energyfreegreenhomes.com/
• VT  Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC) is 
a nonprofit organization that issues home en-
ergy ratings for new & existing homes.
Contact VEIC at 800-639-6069. www.veic.org/
http://www.smartpower.org/
• Greywater info-www.oasisdesign.net/greywater/
• Weatherization, Energy Star  & refrigerator 
guide… http://www.waptac.org/
http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov/
• The Office of Energy Efficiency & Renew-
able Energy (EERE) http://www.eere.ener-
gy.gov/ develops & deploys efficient & clean 
energy technologies that meet our nation’s 
energy needs.
• VPIRG - understand the clean energy re-
sources available to VT.  http://www.vpirg.
org/cleanenergyguide
• U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficien-
cy & Renewable Energy: www.eere.energy.
gov/consumer. Guide to energy efficiency
• TRACk THE STIMULUS MONEY- 
http://www.recovery.gov/Pages/home.aspx
• Dept. Public Svc. (CEDF) http://publicservice.
VT .gov/energy/ee_cleanenergyfund.html       ♻
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the way here and refine the goals for the house between 
2003 and 2007. But the basic idea stayed the same for 
ten years: Add a house to the garage and unify the whole. 
Include two more bedrooms to the limit of the septic 
design. Maintain the verdant image of the Vermont farm 
landscape but avoid unsustainable plantings. Capture 
a certain farmhouse quality, but not pretend this is an 
historic replica in any way. Limit heated, enclosed size to 
1,500 square feet the house. Construction was to start in 
2008.
    Both the shape of the proposed house and an ideal sun 
exposure 50’ away led to the ground-mounted PV array 
for the new house electrical loads. This installation and 
tie in to the existing equipment was done by Re-Knew 
Energy Systems of S. Strafford. The resulting total grid-
tied system output is now 5.5kw. A separate solar-ther-
mal package was also included to pre-heat domestic hot 
water using stock Buderus collectors linked to a Buderus 
hydronic  boiler.  This project qualified for solar tax credits.  
The house and its integration into a seamless whole was 
finely crafted by Keith Ilsley and completed in 2009; ac-
cording to the “ten-year plan”. Performance data is being 
gathered.
    What’s the take away from this project?  Pretty simple 
really. We didn’t set out to experiment with new tech-
nology or get a LEED rating. We did a few basic things 
as part of 21st century construction which can easily be 
repeated:
    • Reduce heat loads with a high performance building 
envelope of materials. Think of the exterior envelope as 
part of the heating system. Shrink heating supply equip-
ment.  Consider radiant heat in floors.

Think It Through & Build        
in Phases

   •Think about lighting loads and use only the electric-
ity you need. Use LED’s for lighting quality and fluores-
cents for closets and utility spaces. Don’t give up lighting 
quality by converting to fluorescents and then add light 
to make up the difference in fewer lumens or bad color 
rendition.  
    • Make power on site if you can and put your excess 
power on the grid.  
    • Employ passive energy saving components, such as 
thermal mass in an interior chimney, as a part of the de-
sign.  
    • Allow for closing off unused extremities in a house 
and supplying less heat in the colder months by careful 
zoning.
      • Include natural convective ventilation, such as a cupo-
la, to exhaust warm air and  instigate night time cooling.
     • Employ highly efficient heating equipment.  
    • Shop appliances carefully and seek “Energy Star” rat-
ings or more. Buy a “Kill-A-Watt” electricity meter to see 
where your power goes.
    z• Eliminate “phantom loads” on the electrical system, 
like copy machines and TVs, which stay warm so they 
come on faster.  
     • Make provisions to easily turn up and down the tem-
perature of hot water when the house is not in use.  Many 
new boilers have very user-friendly controls now. If pos-
sible, use point-of-use, or tankless, hot water generators 
so water is heated when needed and none is stored at a 
constant temperature.
     We all need to remember that our new buildings will 
be functioning for a long time. People will be involved, so 
when building a place for humans, build for the human 
condition. Elevate. Build architecture.
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 Prudent Living is a hybrid company whose 
purpose is “To promote products and philoso-
phies that encourage a prudent way of life.”  This 
way of thinking is still foreign to many, but it 
is clear that a paradigm shift is occurring in our 
society and it will continue, because it’s a “way 
of thinking” whose time has returned. “Hybrid” 
infers combined or shared energy. Prudent Liv-
ing shares energies and pools resources with 
businesses, contractors, designers, and engi-
neers in order to accomplish what none of them 
could do by themselves. 
 For example, Prudent Living has a hybrid 
staff  that has collectively built hundreds of 
homes in the Upper Valley Region of Vermont 
and New Hampshire. These include in-house 
teams, who specialize in working with Archi-
tects and Homeowners to implement  Sustain-
able Design and Renewable Strategies into 
residential and commercial designs.  Members 
of their team are certifi ed Building Energy 
Practitioners, who are accredited in LEED and 
individually certifi ed in the science of Whole-
house performance through the “Building Per-
formance Institute.”  They use state-of-the- art 
diagnostic equipment to perform blower door, 
ductwork and infrared camera testing for air 
and moisture leaks and cold spots. They also 
specialize in combustion appliance testing for 
effi  ciency,  back-drafting and spillage of dan-
gerous gasses, and make recommendations for 
energy saving and interior air-quality improve-
ments.   
 Prudent Living’s  installers are certifi ed 
for  all Solar and Geo-Thermal designs.  They 
are fully insured and can do installations of any 
size. They also believe in what they are doing; 
convinced that renewable energy ought to be 
standard practice in every community, includ-
ing businesses and municipalities because they 
are the biggest consumers of fossil fuels. They 
hope that someday all “Renewable” installations will 
become so standard that they will be as much a part of 
every structure as a foundation and a roof and everything 
in-between. Prudent Living can provide 3D modeling and 
renderings to show prospective clients and their neigh-
bors what their projects will look like before they are in-
stalled.   
 There are also teachers on the Prudent Living staff , 
who teach courses at night ranging from how to be your 
own general contractor, to weatherization improvements, 
sustainable design strategies, inside air quality,  to under-
standing renewable energies of all types and how they work 
to organic gardening, canning, and even making jerky. 
 The Prudent Living offi  ce is an off -grid capable facil-
ity operating on  17kW’s of solar generated power, with 
full battery and generator assisted backup. The underly-
ing philosophy that motivates the people at Prudent Liv-
ing is a positive one.  It’s all about the benefi ts that await 
those who desire to learn more about living prudently.  
 Feel free to stop by and see their Solar PV and So-
lar Hot Water System in action. Their offi  ce is at: 3189 US 
Route 5 So., Windsor, VT 05089. Phone: 802-674-9155; 
website: www.prudentliving,com; e-mails: paul@pru-
dentliving.com or tim@prudentliving.com.

Sustainable Design Strategies
• Passive Solar Design/Build Services  • Full CAD & 3D Perspectives

34 years & hundreds of homes since 1976, Member of USGBC,
Certified by BPI as a Professional Building Analyst, and with

Solar Energy Int. (SEI) in Sustainable Design.

Contact: Paul Biebel
paul@prudentliving.com

T 802.674.9155 • F 802.674.6872
Route 5 South • Windsor, VT 05089

Because it’s time

Certified Building Analyst
• Home Energy Audit  • Combustion Air Quality Testing & Analysis

• Carbon Monoxide Detection Services  • Blower Door Testing
• Complete Home Inspections  • Full Report of Recommendations

Renewable Energy Solutions for New Construction & Retrofit
• Solar Hot Water and Photo Voltaic (PV) Systems  • Geothermal

• Micro-Hydro Turbines  • Wind  • Wood
• Generator/Battery Backup Systems

www.prudentliving.com

George Abetti, Pres., General Manager
923 King’s Highway � White River Jct., VT 05001

802-295-9687 � Cell: 603-359-1912
george@geobarns.com

NEW CONSTRUCTIONCONTRACTOR BELIEVES IN LIVING PRUDENTLY

by George Abetti 

 From the very beginning in 1991, Geobarns has 

always striven to be a “Green” company, well before it 

had become a popular buzzword with myriad connota-

tions and wannabe adherents. We consistently commit 

to being environmentally responsible with minimum 

waste from the material required to build our structures. 

We buy lumber only from companies with responsible 

reforestation practices, using non-toxic borate treated 

lumber for our pressure treated sills and decks, maintain-

ing our sites spotlessly clean and recycling anything that 

can be recycled. These “waste coeffi  cient” practices have 

succeeded in respecting both the environment and the 

precious resources of our clients. We guarantee that we 

will not waste more than ½ of 1% of the materials we use 

in the construction of a weathertight, Geobarn shell. We 

consistently achieve this through three primary means: 

design, sequence, and quality.

Design. In designing a building, there are numerous 

ways to cut waste to almost nothing. Once the client has 

determined what they want for a building, we can then 

select sizes and lengths of lumber that will allow us to 

waste only fractions of inches, partly through multiple 

use. For instance, our fl oor systems are built with joists 

and blocking (we never use joist hangers) where we can 

determine how many blocks plus a joist can be cut from 

a single board, often with ¼” left over or even at times 

just the sawdust created by the path of the chopsaw. The 

diagonal framing we use to fi ll the bays between the 

post and beam sections of the building is comprised of 

diagonals 16” OC, but all of diff erent lengths, so the use 

of our “bread and butter” 2616 framing lumber can be 

easily calculated down to the inch, especially when the 

bays are symmetrical in our typical herringbone pattern.  

Often the only waste from these boards is the beveled cut 

triangles off  the ends, weighing just a couple of ounces.   

Sequence. The second major contributor to minimal
                                                                                      Cont’d on Pg. 18>> 

GEOBARNS:
Hyper Commitment to “Waste Coefficiency”
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by Alan Benoit  

Want to increase your home’s fl oor area yet decrease 

its energy consumption? Would you like extra space 

for entertaining or relaxing? If so, then you need an out-

door room.

 An outdoor cooking area can provide more than just 

delicious fl avor. Cooking outside avoids generating addi-

tional heat inside the kitchen and keeps the entire house 

cooler all summer. Burning hardwood charcoal is a great 

option because it is produced from scrap wood and has no 

chemical additives. An outdoor dining area provides extra 

space for parties and celebrations. *Adding a pizza stone 

under your food makes outdoor grilling an even healthier 

option.

 Nothing beats sitting outside to relax and unwind 

after a hard day’s work. On a balmy evening, a screened 

room or sleeping porch off ers a refreshing option to air 

conditioning the house. For a crisp autumn day, an out-

door fi replace provides a magical spot to break the chill 

without turning on the furnace. 

 *Adding a pizza oven to that fi replace makes it even 

more effi  cient and fun for everyone.... and you can en-

close that porch in the winter to have that tempered zone 

from the outside to the inside.

 Whether it’s a patio made using local stone or a deck 

that’s designed using recycled lumber, outdoor rooms are 

the most effi  cient space of any house.  Consider building 

one today and you’ll be living large!

 Sustainable Design of VT is a local design fi rm 

dedicated to integrating energy effi  ciency and sustain-

ability into every project. To learn more, send e-mail 

to Alan@SustainableDesignofVT.com or Alan@Sus-

tainableDesignofVT.com or you can visit their website 

at www.SustainableDesignofVT.com” www.Sustain-

ableDesignofVT.com. 

July 16, 17 & 18, 2010

Music

Tickets on 

Sale Now!

 

So la rfestSo la rfest

solarfest.org

Tinmouth, VT

The New England Renewable Energy Festival

Radiantec Company, Inc., WPTZ / WNNE, 
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     Composting toilets are a great way to reduce the impact of our sewage waste and 

turn it into a usable product. Most manufactured units are used very much like a 

standard fl ush toilet. They have a seat. The toilet paper goes directly into the toilet, 

just like most of us are used to. The diff erence is that after using the toilet there is no 

fl ushing. Most of them require that you add a handful or cup of mulch, peat moss 

or some other material to complement the waste in the toilet and enable it to com-

post more effi  ciently. Some units come with fans that continuously cycle air down 

through the composting unit. These help the composting process and also make a 

bathroom with a composting toilet more odor free than one with a fl ush toilet!

     There are two diff erent types of composting toilets that Earthbound Services deal 

with. In some units the waste falls through a waste pipe into a separate composting 

bin in the basement. Other units have the composting bin as part of the toilet. These 

units are usually more aff ordable but might need to be emptied more often.

     There are also foam fl ush compost toilets where you no longer need to use the peat 

or mulch. The Foam-fl ush toilet fi xture looks like and off ers a similar user experience 

to a conventional fl ush toilet, while using only six ounces of water per use. A small 

computer regulates the mixture of water and a compost compatible soap, creating a 

foam blanket that carries the waste from the bowl down a standard four-inch plastic 

drain line to the composting unit.

     This brings us to the emptying part. Depending on the type and size of the toilet 

system and how much use it gets, the toilet might need to be emptied as often as 

once per month or as little as once every year. At the end of the composting process, 

the result is compost. Since the compost could still have some viruses in it, it is usu-

ally a good idea to not use this compost in your vegetable garden or where it could 

come into direct contact with the edible part of food crops.

     Many people ask me if they can build a house with just a composting toilet and 

maybe a dry well for the drain water from the house. The answer, unfortunately, is 

no. In Vermont, all new construction requires a state wastewater permit and, even 

with a composting toilet, they require a reduced size (25% reduction) standard leach 

fi eld to go along with the composting toilet.

     The fl ip side of this is that a composting toilet can be used to reduce the esti-

mated sewage fl ows by 25%. So, if a municipal wastewater system is near its limit 

for sewage capacity, they could potentially avoid upgrading the town wastewater 

treatment plant if enough people in the town were willing to switch to composting 

toilets. It is possible that the total cost of the toilets might be less than the cost of 

the treatment plant upgrade. It is certainly something worth looking at if people are 

willing to make the shift.

     If you have any questions about composting toilets, you can visit our website 

at  HYPERLINK “http://www.earthboundservices.com” http://www.earthboundser-

vices.com. If you’re questions aren’t answered there, you can call or email at 802-

355-3049 or info@earthboundservices.com.

www.dcenergyinnovations.com
Find out what’s new in solar and wind! 

Become a fan of DC Energy on Facebook.
802-363-1474   •   bgordesky@dceivt.com

Check our website 
for Free Seminars 

and Webinars! 

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR 
YOU AND THE PLANET

WIND

SOLAR

the no. 1 & no. 2 of 
COMPOST 
TOILETS

Responsible modular homes are designed and 
constructed to maximize living space, air quality, 

energy effi  ciency and overall performance. Focusing 
on the highest quality 
homes that are the most 
energy effi  cient as a 
standard right out of 
the factory is standard 
at Preferred Building 
Systems.
 Energy prices 
increase daily. Reduced 
cost of living, to run 
energy effi  cient homes 
are necessary for today.
 Whole wall thermal 
performance and 
careful air sealing and 
independent testing 
(HERS) has shown that 
Preferred Building System 
Homes on average 
are 48% more energy 
effi  cient than today’s 
code built homes. Standard wall systems function at 
50% higher R value than a standard fi berglass insulated 
wall, with the ability to more than double that level with 
various options for superior air sealing and attention to 
thermal bypasses producing an exceptionally effi  cient 
thermal envelope.  
 With a tight, energy effi  cient home, indoor Air 
Quality (IAQ) is a major concern as homes get tighter and 
tighter. Selections for Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) 
emissions and ventilation are a signifi cant component 
in IAQ. High quality fans and programmable switches 
provide dependable ventilation for the home. Heat 
Recovery Ventilation (HRV) systems are recommended.
 Preferred Building Systems recognizes its role as a 

Energy Efficient 
Green Built Modulars

Steward of the resources we have, using open joist fl oor framing; fi nger 
jointed studs, and cellulose insulation. Attention is given 
to to reduce waste which is diverted from the landfi ll. 
   Preferred Building Systems works with Energy Star, 
NAHB Green and LEED, with their standard Specs rated at 
approximately 210 for NAHB Green and 37 LEED points 
when they leave the plant.
   Green building begins with energy effi  ciency and 
responsible use of materials. Each Preferred Building 
Systems (PBS) project is calculated to use materials 
more effi  ciently and where-ever possible green building 
materials are used in everyday building practices.
   Special attention to the thermal envelope and air 
sealing reduce unnecessary air leakage and creates a 
tighter house, which saves energy heating and cooling 
your home. Our three step process of foam sealing the 
drywall stud cavities, sealing any wall penetrations and 
installing dense-pack cellulose insulation helps create 
an air-tight 
home.
P r e f e r r e d 

Building Systems is a 

custom modular home 

manufacturer that builds 

quality products, committed 

to energy effi ciency at 

their factory and designed 

for homebuyers that are 

concerned about saving 

energy, living responsibly 

and demand a higher 

return on investment in 

their new home. 

- Excerpted from PBS. 

Outdoor 
Rooms; 

   LIVING LARGE
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Many of our
products are

PO Box 372  Bradford, VT 05033  802.222.4277 FAX: 802.222.9661  
Email: info@norganics.com  For more information please visit www.norganics.com

Organic Fertilizers for:
• Farming • Berries • Flowers
• Nurseries • Orchards
• Small Fruit & Vegetables

SUSTAINABLE GARDENING

efficient architectural design
     

outdoor ro om d esign    

garden design

renewable energy consultation 

802 362 4310
www.SustainableDesignofVT.com

Dear EarthTalk: I want to start a garden 
this year, & make compost from leftover 
food scraps & yard materials. How do we 
deal with attracting unwanted animals. in a 
green-friendly, non-lethal way?
Carmen Veurink, Grand Rapids, MI
ANSWER: It’s true that outdoor compost 
piles & bins can be a draw for wildlife: bears, 
rats, raccoons, skunks, opossums… but 
there are ways to minimize the attraction. 
Keep meat, bones, fi sh, fat & dairy out of 
the compost. 
These items 
“overheat” & 
the stink at-
tracts animals.
     Critters aren’t 
actually eating 
the compost 
but are sifting 
through it to 
fi nd fresh ed-
ible kitchen or 
garden scraps. 
To discour-
age animals, 
O r g a n i c G a r -
dening.com recommends mixing kitchen 
garbage with soil or wood ashes before 
burying it in the hot center of your com-
post pile. Washington State’s Dep’t of Fish 
& Wildlife (wdfw.wa.gov) recommends not 
putting any food scraps in open compost 
piles, but  bury them under at least 8” of 
soil & then place a wire mesh barrier over 
the top held in place with a heavy object or 
two.
     Compost tumblers are a pest-proof con-
tainer that prevent tampering with your 
precious organic soil-to-be. They mix & 

aerate by just being turned occasionally, & 
keep interlopers at bay. Compost bins with 
wire tops or sealed lids work well too, but 
require more work for stirring.
     Another option is to compost indoors us-
ing a worm bin for kitchen scraps, without 
the worry of attracting wildlife. The website 
Instructables.com off ers instructions for 
how to create your own worm composting 
bin. Another good source is the blog One-
Change.com, which off ers a step-by-step 

guide to the 
process. Ben’s 
Bin’s have 
worm bins 
(See ad on this 
page) in all siz-
es: www.we-
h a ve w o r m s .
com or call 
413-586-3699.
     Compost-
ing can be a 
r e w a r d i n g , 
environmen-
tally friendly 
& pest-free 

experience. Get started at Composting101.
com, a comprehensive & free guide for the 
home gardener on what to do & how to do 
it. Ask around, locally if anyone is picking 
up food scraps with yard waste at the curb-
side along with garbage collection to make 
commercially viable compost out of it, sav-
ing yourself the trouble of doing it at home.
     Gardens may attract wildlife, too. Stra-
tegically placed fencing & wire mesh might 
be helpful to protect the harvest that you’ve 
sown, or hopefully they leave enough for 
you.

Garden Composting and critters

   There’s nothing like the taste of fresh peas, 
including tomatoes! 
   Peas start turning starchy the instant they 
leave the plant. The Pea shoots are tasty, too!

   If you have a garden, 
simply plant sprouted 
pea seeds or directly 
into your prepared 
beds - 2” deep and 
spaced 1” apart. Plant-
ing peas in containers 
require your dedica-
tion to quality over 
quantity.Peas aren’t 

the best choice as container plants, because 
they want cool weather and moist soil. Con-
tainers are by nature hot and dry. Neverthe-
less, it can be done, and the results are worth 
it.
1. Select a large container, at least 14”w 
& deep or larger, like a whiskey barrel half, 
light colored. Fill it with a compost-soil mix.
2. Bush varieties of peas, like Little Marvel 
are super, but you’ll get more to eat if you 
choose a snap pea like Sugar Ann or a snow 
pea like purple fl owered Dwarf Grey Sugar, 
available from Johnny’s Seeds.*
3. Presprout the seeds. Soak them overnight 
in cool water. Cover a plate with a double 
layer of dampened paper towel, spread the 
soaked seeds on it and cover with more 
damp toweling. Put the whole thing in a 
plastic bag, leaving the bag open at the top, 

and put it aside somewhere out of direct 
sun. Check daily and add water if necessary, 
which it probably won’t be because it’ll only 
take them a couple of days to sprout.
4. Arrange the sprouted peas one inch 
apart each way all over the surface of the 
container. Cover with 2 inches of your 
planting mix. Water thoroughly. Have 
coverings handy in case there’s a frost be-
fore the baby plants are well established. 
(Once they get going a light frost won’t 
hurt.)
5. Fertilize at planting with an organic 
fertilizer, (peas love rotted manure and 
leaves), or your own rich compost, and 
then every 3 weeks with a mixed seaweed 
and fi sh emulsion (or kelp) liquid fertilizer. 
Stop when they start fl owering. Pick reli-
giously; they’ll be looking for any excuse 
to stop producing and just a few develop-
ing seeds will be enough to let them bow 
out.
6. If the container is going to stay in place 
all season, remember the peas will be 
ugly and over in mid to late July. Consider 
planting fall greens like chard or kale in 
their place. Keep the dead plants for your 
compost pile - they are full of nitrogen!
* Starting with our August Issue of Green 
Energy Times, Johnny’s Seeds will be sub-
mitting Gardening articles with Recipes! If 
you have gardening questions, send them 
to us at nancy@greenenergytimes.org.   

GROW PERFECT PEAS 
             ... in Any Space

The Spuds Are Back In Town
by Holly Simpson, Sales Associate
“What I say is that, if a fellow really likes potatoes, he must 

be a pretty decent sort of fellow.”  A. A. Milne (1882-1956)

 It’s potato planting time! Over 6,000 years ago, the In-

cans are said to have worshiped potatoes as a sacred food 

source. High in fi ber, a good source of vitamin C, a versa-

tile comfort food and with good storing capacity, you’ll 

worship your home-grown, hand-dug potatoes too!  

 Spanish soldiers carried 

them on ships to prevent 

scurvy. Brought to America, 

by way of Irish and Scottish 

immigrants, these tubers are 

now the world’s fourth larg-

est food crop. But no need to 

dip into the commodity pool 

to get your potatoes, grow-

ing your own can be easy and 

fun!  

 Start by designating a de-

cent sized space in your gar-

den space. Choose an area 

where the soil is fertile and 

not heavy with clay. Manure 

or compost are suitable fer-

tilizers. Plant the potatoes 

anywhere from 2-4 weeks before the last frost date in 

your area. The earlier you plant, the more attention you 

will want to pay to the overnight temperatures.  Cover the 

potatoes well if a frost threatens.

 Sow the potatoes approximately 3-6 inches below the 

soil and cover well. Seeds should be 10-12 inches apart. 

Make sure that there is at least one eye, if you are cutting 

larger potatoes into pieces for seed to bud. For a more 

substantial crop, 30 feet of row length will produce 200 

good spuds and then some. A larger crop will ensure that 

you can enjoy your crop from approximately mid-July un-

til it is time to harvest for storage.

 Once the buds have emerged from the soil, you need to 

hill the potatoes, building soil around the plant and leav-

ing the top of the plant exposed for more growth.  

 Then after 3 weeks or so, hill them again. After about 

7-8 weeks, you can dig up new potatoes. These tiny 

baby potatoes are tender and delicious, 

roasted or grilled. When the plants begin 

to die back in September or so, you will 

want to harvest the potatoes within 2-3 

weeks. Cure potatoes for several weeks 

in a cool, dry and dark place, particularly 

somewhere they won’t freeze. Store them 

in a root cellar or in a dark room that is 

between 38-40 degrees so they won’t 

soften and sprout.

 Your crop of potatoes can last for 

(at the very least) nine months, therefore 

eliminating the need to purchase store 

bought potatoes that are shipped in from 

thousands of miles away. If you have 

some decent potatoes left in April, you 

may want to plant them for seed the fol-

lowing season. Your ambition will reward 

you with a tangible and edible treat and perhaps even 

something to honor when eating on a cold winter night.

 High Mowing sells nine varieties of organic seed potatoes, 

early, mid and late season in many colors, red, blue, white, 

cream, suitable for storage or for fresh-eating as tender 

“new” potatoes. For more information on planting potatoes, 

as well as info on pests and diseases, check out the High 

Mowing Organic Seeds resource section on potatoes. 

Carouby de Maussane photo

All Natural Weed Eradication
   The negative eff ects of using chemical herbicides on people, 

animals and the environment may be both profound and 

long-lasting. The main ingredient, glyphosphate, in RoundUp, 

as well as some of its “inert” ingredients, cause liver damage, 

reproductive disorders and Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, as well 

as in cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, nerve and respiratory 

damage.

    CA’s Dep’t of Pesticide Regulation* reports that RoundUp is 

the number one cause of pesticide/herbicide-induced illness 

& injury. RoundUp is also blamed for poisoning groundwater 

across the U.S. & beyond.

    Since you’ll have to manually remove dead weeds from your 

yard after applying RoundUp (or any other “post-emergent” 

herbicide), why not just pull them up by hand in the fi rst place? 

The most eco-friendly way to get 

rid of weeds is to yank them out 

without the aid of poisons. Many 

weeds have long deep roots 

which need to be pulled com-

pletely if you don’t want them 

to grow back. Use a metal weed 

puller with a hooked end, if you 

don’t want to have to pull those 

very same weeds next yr.

    A soaking rain the night before 

you pull weeds makes it easier 

to pull the entire weed plant, 

root & all. You ca also weed after 

watering your garden. Rumor has 

it that boiling water will help ac-

complish the same.

   Planting some native plants 

in place of the removed weeds 

helps to keep the weed pupula-

tion at bay, too. 

   Cover your weeded beds with 

3-6” of mulch. Grass clippings 

work well and help with mois-

ture control. Mulch forms a bar-

rier between the soil and the sun, depriving any new germi-

nating weeds of the sunlight they need to photosynthesize. In 

fl ower beds, wood chips and bark are low in nutrients and thus 

won’t encourage weeds to starts to grow.

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
mailto:info@norganics.com
http://www.norganics.com
http://www.SustainableDesignofVT.com
http://www.we-haveworms.com
http://www.we-haveworms.com
http://www.we-haveworms.com
mailto:nancy@greenenergytimes.org
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Renewable Energy Experts
Solar, Wind, Water

30% Tax credit for renewable Energy Systems!
Ask about state and local rebates as well

Call Your Local Green Energy Team:

Your Local Green Energy Team:
Enfield Energy Emporium 60 Main St. Enfield, NH 603-632-1263 www.energyemp.com

Green Works Solar Store 1334 Scott Hwy. Groton, VT 802-584-4977 greenworks@usasolarstore.com

Green Energy Options  79 Emerald St. Keene, NH 603-358-3444 geo@usasolarstore.com

GreenSource Energy Solutions 22 Pleasant St., Concord, NH  603-856-8035 www.gessolarstore.com

30% Tax Credit 
for Renewable Energy Systems!

Ask about state and local rebates as well.

Renewable Energy Experts
SOLAR • WIND • WATER

http://www.greenenergytimes.org
http://www.energyemp.com
mailto:greenworks@usasolarstore.com
mailto:geo@usasolarstore.com
http://www.gessolarstore.com



